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1

2 ME Good morning, Mr. Krebs. My name isINS I'm senior

3 investigative counsel for the select committee investigating the January th attack on the

4 Capitol

5 With me here - Ill let counsel that are here introduce themselves.

6 IE Good morning, Mr. Krebs. I'm IE. I'm the chief

7 investigative counsel to the select committee.

8 EE Good morning. I'm INS I'm senior

9 investigative counsel on the committee.

10 ME And | noticed that at least oneof our members, Ms. Lofgren, is on

11 theWebex. Iwill attempt during the courseofthe day to keep my eye on that and

12 advise you and recognize the members as they come. Not necessarily as they drop off,

13 because they may be coming and going and that might be a challenge for me, but I'l do

14 my best to make sure that you're clear as to who's here from the select committee.

15 If could ask, Jim, could you introduce yourself for the record?

16 Mr. Walden. Yes. Jim Walden. I'm Chris’ counsel.

w EE Ad ohn?
1 Mr. Luce. John Luce with the Department of Homeland Security.

1 IE 4c, ohn,dowe have some ofyour colleagues on theWebexas
20 wel?

2 Mr. Walden. We do. Jackson Eaton and Victoria Rappaport| see are on

2 Webex.

2 IESo,Mi. Krebs, ths is —it's not adeposition, you'renot underoath,

24 buteverything that we sayduring this interview s being taken down by the reporter to

25 your right, and there will be a verbatim transcript created after the interview is
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1 completed.

2 Youll we'll send a copy to Mr. Walden. He'll have a chance to go over it with.

3 youand make sure that t's accurate. Just wanted you to be aware of that.

a Mr. Krebs. Gott.

s I 5ecouse we're creatinga verbatim transcript it's important that a
6 couple of ground — we follow a few ground rules. One is that we not talk over one

7 another.

5 Mr. Krebs. Uh-huh,

9 ME One is that we have audible responses, not uh-huhs or shakes of the

10 head, and just try and do our best to make sure that the reporter can hearus clearly and

11 create an accurate record of our interview.

2 Mr. Krebs. Understood.

13 ME Oly. Youare not as| said, you're not going to be placed under

14 oath today or you're not under oath today,but this is a Federal proceeding, and you're

15 required totell the truth in a Federal proceeding. And if you were to make a knowingly

16 and wilfully false statement, you could subject yourself to criminal punishment under

17 Section 10001 of Title 18. Are you aware of that?

1 Mr.Krebs. 1am now, yes.

19 I nd that is an admonition we give to all witnesses, not to you

20 specifically becauseof any expectation that you'll be anything other than truthful.

2 Mr. Krebs. Understood.

2 IE Vere going to — if you need a break at any time to talk to

23 Mr. Waldenor otherwise, just let me know. If a question that | ask is not clear and

24 you're not sure exactly what I'm asking, please stop me, ask me to reframe It, rephrase it,

25 andllidothat. Sound good?
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1 Mr. Krebs. Yes.

2 IEE Okay. I'm going to be taking the lead with the questioning, but over

3 the courseof the interview, othersmay jump in with their J orIlmay jump in

4 with questions, and the members may have questions as well

5 And from time to time -- and | note that Mr. Raskin has now joined us. | see

6 Ms. Lofgren -- oh, she's sill on as well. The list is longer. | have to figure out how to

7 make sure we stay so that we can see the entire lst of participants.

5 IE The new ones pop up on the top, so we'll be okay.

9 MEE SoM. Raskin is here. Ms. Lofgrenis here. They may have

10 questions, and othermembersthat join may have questions from time to time. And Il

11 pause during the course of the questioning to give them an opportunity to raise any

12 questions that they have.

13 Any questions for me before we start?

1a Mr. Krebs. | don't haveanyatthis moment.

15 IE ohn, do you have something you want to put on the record before:

16 westart?

FY Mr. Luce. Yes, just one brief statement. Thank you.

1 The Department has made available to the committee, consistent with requests

19 from the chairman, information and records that the Department would not publicly

20 release. This includes information and records covered under the Privacy Act,

21 personnel, and other personal privacy information, for official use only, intelligence and

22 law enforcement sensitive records, and raw intelligence information.

2 While the Department has made this information and records available to the

24 committee, the Department asserts that such information and records provided to the

25 committee and any discussion of such information or records during the course of the
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1 transcribed interview is not intended for public disclosure.

2 DH is not waiving any protections, and for the purposes of administrative

3 efficiency and to promote constructive dialogue during the transcribed interview, is

4 making this assertion at the outset of the interview, to preserve all assertions and

5 protection from public releaseordisclosure over information or records used or

6 discussed during the interview.

7 The transcript and any attachments are protected from further dissemination to

8 the same extent as the documents and information they are based on. Please consult

9 with the Department prior to any public release or disclosure.

10 Thank you.

n EE henkyou
12 I ory, one thing before you start. There's a [lffnumber

13 ending can you identify yourself?

1a Mr. Krebs. This is Elizabeth O'Connor. I'm a colleague of John's at the

15 Department.

16 I Thank you, Elizabeth,

FY EXAMINATION

18 ovI
19 Q Mr. Krebs, can we start with just a brief- some brief background questions.

20 Can you describe your educational background?

2 A Iwent tothe University of Virginia, graduated in ‘99, environmental sciences,

22 bachelor of arts. Moved up to D.C., went to George Mason Law School, now the

23 Antonin Scalia Law School, evening programs for4 years, finished up there in 2007.

24 Passed the bar here in Virginia that summer, sworn in and an associate memberofthe

25 Virginia Bar.
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1 Q And can you describe briefly your professional experience before joining the

2 Department of Homeland Security in 2017

3 A So prior --well, during law school, | was a contractorto the Department of

4 Homeland Security and the predecessor to CIA, the National Protection Programs

5 Directorate, I think, or it was PREP at the time, up until 2007. 2007, then switched over

6 toSchedule C political appointment within the National Protection Programs Directorate

7 Office of Infrastructure Protection. | was senior adviser to Bob Stephan, the Assistant

8 Secretaryfor Infrastructure Protection. That ran until January of 2009, with a

9 switchover from the Bush to the Obama administrations.

10 At that point, | followed Bob, andwe set up a consulting firm at Dutko Worldwide.

11 twas Dutko Global Risk Management. Did that fora couple years, and thenwent to

12 another company called Obsidian Analysis and was there. It was a consultancy risk

13 management company with both private and public sector contracts.

14 Leftthere in 2014, went to Microsoft, where | was a cybersecurity policy expert,

15 and stayed in that role until 2017, where | joined the Trump administration as senior

16 counselor to John Kelly, the first Secretary of Homeland Security in the Trump

17 administration. And I stayed in that role till approximately August of 2017, where | went

18 down as the - where I was appointed by the President as the Assistant Secretary for

19 Infrastructure Protection. But given that role and the succession order of NPPD, | was

20 thena Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Under Secretary of the National

21 Protection Programs Directorate at the Department of Homeland Security. Also

2 Q  I'msorry. Did you say that was a Presidential appointment?

23 A Yes, that wasa PA

2 Q Appointed byPresident Trump?

2 A Yes, that's correct. Yes.
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1 Q  sorrytointerrupt.

2 A Itwas within NPPDat the time, there was a PAS, and so the Under

3 Secretary was a Senate-confirmed PAS. The Assistant Secretary was a PA, so

4 Presidentially appointed with a commission and all that. ~ And the other Assistant

5 Secretary for Cybersecurity and Communications, who's Jeanette Manfra at the time.

6 Thatwas simply a Schedule C. That has since changed due to the Cybersecurity and

7 Infrastructure Security Agency Authorization Act.

8 So that was 2017. | was then nominated in Februaryof 2018 to be the Under

9 Secretary of NPD. | was confirmed June 23rd, | believe, of 2018, as the Under

10 Secretary. That job then changed November 16th of 2018, when President Trump

11 signed the CISA Act into into law. And then 2 years and 1 day later, November 17th,

12 7:05 pam, fired bya tweet.

13 Q Thankyou for that concise and thorough recitation of your background.

14 Isvery helpful

15 When did you start | take it that your work at NPPD included things other than

16 election security.

7 A Thatis correct. Infact, when | came in to the Department in 2017, | was

18 really, | don't think, fully appreciativeof the amount of work on the election security side

19 that! would be doing. |was thinking more broadly just general cybersecurity, whether

20 it's Federal cybersecurity work, critical infrastructure.

2 But the mission of NPD is broader than purely cybersecurity. It's actually risk

22 management for critical infrastructure in general. So that includes physical security,

23 cybersecurity, and emergency communications.

2 And the threat model that we contend with or they contend with at CISA s all

25 hazards. Soit's technology risk, it's man-made risk, and it's natural disasters. In fact, in
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1 2017, asthe acting — or the SOPDUS, theSenior Official Performing the Duties of the

2 Under Secretary, the majority of my fall from 2000 -- 'm sorry, from August through,

3 frankly, December, was spent with hurricane response. And so that was Harvey, Irma,

4 andMaria. And

5 Q Those were colleagues of yours? I'm kidding. I'm kidding.

6 A Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria, and spent a fair amount of time. |

7 think actually went to Puerto Rico three orfourtimes. In fact,| was on the ground in

8 PuertoRico the Monday after landfall, where the majority of the power was sill out

9 across the island and which continued for some time, and then also led a congressional

10 delegation down. And,in fact, on that congressional delegation was the now Vice

1 President

2 Sot was at that point at the kind of conclusion of hurricane season where | had a

13 chance to reassess where we were asa component, as an agency. And at the time,

14 there had been a number of election security-related activities.

15 In fact, September 21st, | believe it was, 2017, is when | think the I'm trying to

16 getthe right adjectives here. I's when the Department sent outa series of notifications

17 toState officials about what was then knownas the 21 States which were targeted by the

18 Russians in the 2016 election.

19 And 50 through the course of the remainder of 2017 and then into 2018, January

20 orso, February really is when | think we really ramped up our election security work with

21 adedicated task force, dedicated ISAC. Working with a multi-State ISAC in upstate New

22 York, we hosted a top secret classified briefing with election officials. It was actually the

23 same day the Departmentof Justice indicted a series of Russian actors for - well, it was

24 indicted or sanctions. Anyway, it was literally, we were sitting outside the intelligence

25 community campus about to go into a meeting when the Attorney General and the FBI
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1 Director made the announcement. So that was February of 2018.

2 Q  Soisit correct to say that prior to late 2017, election security hadn't been a

3 professional focus of yours, or am | overstating that?

4 A Ithinkthat's accurate. 1 think in my time at Microsoft, was tangentially

5 associated with some election security work, because a lot of the activity that was - some,

6 of rather, some of the activity associated with the 2016 election interference, targeting

7 the DNC and other things, Microsoft saw someof that through theirown visibility and

8 telemetryand research,

9 So butts, | think, accurate to say that it was not a professional focus.

10 Q And NPPD was not -- that was an area - that was not an area of focus for

11 you at NPPD prior to late 20177

2 A ltwas it was as it was an area of focus for NPD. ~ There in 2016, |

13 believe ~ this was, of course, before my time there. But in 2016, the summer of 2016, 1

14 thinkthat's when the prior administration and the leadership under Jeh Johnson and

15 Suzanne Spaulding and others, you know, under you know, came to appreciate what

16 was happening. And they started to try to figure out how to work with State and local

17 officials, and then we kind of picked up that mantle. ~ But, again, it was not a --of the

18 broad set of issues | had to consider coming into that role in August of 2017, it was it

19 was one of many, but it did become a significant focus.

0 Q And starting from the time that you mentioned in late 2017 into early 2018,

21 from that time forward to the time you left the Agency, would you say it was your

2 primary focus?

23 A Itbecame the primary focusover time, particularly as we got closer to 2020.

24 Inthe in late January-early February of 2019, after the 35-day government shutdown, |

25 issueda set of Agency priorities. And there were five of them: Federal networks,
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1 election security, physical security, control sys -- yeah, control system security and supply

2 chain security. Those were the five areas of focus, and election security was at

3 the typically, | would mention that second to emphasize the importance of the issue.

4 Q Andis it possibleforyou to estimate in that sort of afterthegovernment

5 shutdown,after you had sort of listed those priorities till the time you left CISA, roughly

6 how many employees within CISA were focused on election security as a primary

7 responsibility?

8 A Sothere was the 2018, the midterm election, where we had an election

9 initiative. We had a task force that was focused on those issues. So it was — it wasn't

10 just2019 where all ofa sudden it became a priority. It was, in fact - it was in 2018.

11 going forward to the election. And, in fact, Kirstjen Nielsen was a big part of helping

12 buildthat focusupwithin the Agency.

13 1'd say at the time the number of people -- so 2018, we actually ran some numbers

14 around this. | don't have the -- I don't recall the specifics, but it was somewhere on the

15 order of October 2018 in the run-up to the election, over the course of that month

16 anywhere, you know, around about 700 employees within CISA had done some sort of

17 election security work. And that includes field personnel, so the Protective Security

18 Advisors that are distributed across the country, the cybersecurityadvisers, the other

19 staff that are out there.

20 We had elect -- we had exercise personnel that were running a series of tabletop

21 exercises. We had folks in the threat hunting team. So there was a significant amount

22 of people. And so700actuallyprobably is about a third. I'd have to go back and

23 double-check those numbers. It was in the multiple hundreds. It was anywhere from

24 40010700, somewhere in that range.

2 Q And those, you're not counting State and local election officials?
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1 A No,no,no. That's CISA Federal employees.

2 Q Okay. And did that number -- and, again, I'm not holding you to an exact

3 number, but did that sort of order of magnitude number persist through the 2020

4 election?

5 A Well, we did after 2018. So at the tail end of 2018 election, the midterms,

6 there was an Executive Order 13848 signed inbythe President that directed the Director

7 of National Intelligence and this is important for two reasons,

8 The President directed the DNI to conducta threat assessment of foreign

9 interference, and then the second piece of that is the 2A and 28 report. So that

10 executive order directed the Attorney General and the Secretary of Homeland Security to

11 conduct a materiality assessment, based on that threat assessment and the activities,

12 whatwas the material impact upon theelection.

13 So we issued that report in December and January of 2018, in the midstof the

14 shutdown. Actually, | had to bring people in off furlough or whatever we were calling it

15 toconductthat. Geoff Hale and I'm sorry. I'm thinking back to the letter.

16 Q That's okay.

7 Mr. Luce, That's okay.

18 Mr. Krebs. So it's just 14, don't

19 Mr. Luce, Oh, yeah.

0 Mr. Krebs. Names.

2 Mr. Luce. Oh, yeah. For names, yes.

2 Mr. Krebs. Okay. | thinkhe'sa okay. So there were personnel. Matt

23 Masterson who was an SES, he actually led that, led that work.

2 So we issued that assessment. And then at that time, becauseofthe - because

25 of the government shutdown, it was a natural kindofbreak point to reassess where we
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1 were. Andalot of those detail a lot of the people that were doing the election work

2 in 2018 were detailees from other parts of, whether the Agency or NPPD at the time or

3 the Department, including the Intelligence and Analysis.

4 And 50 as we got through '18 and we did ourown kindof internal hotwash and

5 after action review, and we restructured from theElections Task Force to the Election

6 Security Initiative. And that launched in ‘19, much more focused. It resided within the

7 National Risk Management Center.

8 And some of the - some of the peoplewere the same, but then we swapped in

9 new new personnel, and we had -- again, you know, there were still some IA folks

10 there aswell

n ovI

2 Q But the several hundred you estimated 700, but multiple hundreds of folks

13 continued to do election security work through '19, 2019 and 20207

14 A Sothe key here is that, through the course ofaworkweek, a Protective

15 Security Advisor or a cybersecurity adviser could go do a physical assessment ofadam

16 and the then the next day could go meet with an election official to talk about

7 a sure.

18 A Sol wouldn't say that 100 percent FTE on those issues. Now, I think its

19 also you know, as 2019 ramped up, we were also on the heels of new secretaries of

20 state, new governors coming in, because oftheirown elections. And so it would have

21 beenkind ofa sine wave of activity.

2 But was it at the same pace of 20187 No. Itwas it you know, in 19 we kind

23 of, again, reassessed what - because we had scarce resources, so we had to kind of figure

24 out,all right, what do we need to refocus on? Election security remains a priority. We

25 gotadditional funding in. We were able to stand up a variety of go ahead, sorry.
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1 Q Sol just want to get a sense of whether, in terms of personnel --and | don't

2 mean down to the FTE sort of numbers, but whether the scopeofthe effort

3 maintained - you said the pace slowed down a little bit,butare we dropping down to 50

4 people or 100 people, or are we still in the several hundred people who are focusing their

5 work on election security, whetheras an FTEor not?

6 A Solet's back off the focusing the work, right?

7 a okay.

8 A Wasita part ofa job description amongother duties for several hundred?

9 Yes. Youknow,wasitafull-time job? | would say -- again, Id have to go back and

10 check some of those numbers, but it could be anywhere from, you know, full time,

11 30-plus people. Soit was a step back, reassess where we are, refocus our efforts and

12 restructureourefforts, and then get ready for the push into 2020.

13 Q Okay. And did things rampup towards 2020 or --

1a A Absolutely, yes.

5 Q  Interms of personnel?

16 A Yes. Yep. Sowewould--sothe way it worked is -- and it's not in the

17 materials, but | have a copy of it. | was just flipping through some stuff the other day.

18 We released a strategic plan for Protect2020 in | think it was January 2020.

19 The way it worked is we actually had an escalation ladderas we gotcloser to the

20 election. Sothere was the core team. They would be doing the content development,

21 theregularengagement with NASED, which is National Association of Secretaries of -- or

22 State Election Directors, and the National Association of Secretaries of State. We would

23 have exercise people.

2 Aswe got closer to 2020, we started ramping up. So this team would come in

25 and help supporta specific effort. Butas we got into, for instance, the primaries, we
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1 wenttoa different posture where there were personnel in the -- what's now the CISA

2 Central and the Integrated Operations Division that were focusing more frequently on

3 election activity. As we backed off of primary season, then they would kind of return to

4 theirregular duties. And soit'ssimilar to kind ofa military construct whereasactivities

5 ramp up, we bring more people in. As they ramp back down, we deescalate and they

6 return.

7 And over the course of the summer, | think we — again, I'd have to go back and

8 lookat the ops plan, but | believe we started going to that more active posture in

9 September of 2020, where we had significant additional support, from a monitoring.

10 perspective and a coordination perspective.

1 Q  Gotit. Okay. Let me back up alittle bit in terms of the - you talked a

12 little bit about the predecessor agency and then the creation of CISA. Canyou just talk a

13 little bit about your understanding of the impetus for creating CISA as a freestanding

14 agency not freestanding, but creating CISA?

15 A Operational agency within DHS.

16 Q Yes

7 A Soit had been, as | understand it, atleast an effort that had been underway

18 since probably 2010. Rand Beers, who was the Under Secretary then, you know, that

19 was one of his key recommendations. So they pushed for it.

0 Suzanne Spalding, my immediate predecessor, came in and she made a big push

21 foritinthe 2015 -'14,'15, "16 time. Couldn't get across the finish line.

2 For me, it was my top priority coming into the administration, at least into DHS.

23 Worked with the leadership, whether it was Secretary Kellyor then-Secretary Nielsen

24 afterwards, had full support from the administration.

2 My you know, | thought it was critically important fora couple different reasons.
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1 twas recruiting. It was actual public engagement. Showing up and saying, hey, we're

2 with DHS, doesn't always work. When you go to some organizations, like schools and

3 colleges, they don't necessarily like DHS showing up. That's my opinion, by the way.

4 Others is when you try to work with a privatesector partner and you say, hey, I'm

5 with the National Protection and Programs Directorate, they don't know what the hell

6 thatmeans. And so what we really wanted was an organization that clearly and

7 concisely communicated what the mission of the Agency was, and cybersecurity right off

8 thebat.

° Sol came in

10 Q How would you articulate the mission of the Agency when it was formed?

u A In20180r-

2 a Yes

13 A The mission of the Agency

1 a ofcisa.

15 A Yeah. The mission statement, off the top of my head, | don't recall, but it's

16 effectively to help -helpcritical infrastructure manage risk.

uv a okay.

18 A From all comers, foreign, domestic, all hazards.

19 Q Okay. And what did you understand the roleof CISA to be with respect to

20 election security?

2 A So when you when you look at the intelligence community assessment of

22 2017,it breaks down the Russian activity in 2016 into three buckets. First is targeting of

23 election equipment; the second is targeting campaigns; and the third is just a broader

24 disinformation, you know, disinformationefforts that the Russians have been doing for a

25 centuryormore.
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1 In terms of the bidding internal to the U.S. Government on who had lead in those

2 three areas, it was clear, you know, once Jeh Johnson, the prior Secretary in 2017,

3 January of 2017, designated election infrastructure critical infrastructure, it was, you

4 know, CISA had the leadfor working with State and local election officials on protecting

5 critical infrastructure -- or election infrastructure. That's the systems. That's the

6 hardware. That's the equipment and the processes associated with conductingan

7 election.

8 Q  Andsso can stopyouthere for asecond?

° A Yes.

10 Q Is that primarily protecting against what we would thinkof as hacking?

u A No, not necessarily. It's, again, critical infrastructure, we had an all-hazards

12 approach. So we worked with election officials to conduct active shooter drills and

13 assessments. We would go look at election warehouses where equipment is stored in

14 theoff season, do physical risk assessments.

15 In the wake of hurricanes, we would work with election officials. In fact, Kyle

16 Ardoin, who's the Secretary of State in Louisiana, in 2000 ~ the summer of 2020, | guess,

17 where they got hit pretty hard by an election, we helped him work with FEMA and some

18 ofthe response efforts there to get resources he needed to be able to conduct the

19 electionin 2020.

20 So it was not just cyber. That tended to be the public - at least what the public

21 cared about or the media cared about, just because it's 2016, but it was - again, it was an

22 allhazards. And we did --| don't want to put numbers on it, because | don't recall,

23 again, off the top of my head, but a significant number of physical assessments of election

24 facilities.

2 Q  Gotit. Gotit. And would that include things like -- and | don't know if this
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1 isan EACissue, but I've heard or read about the ballot paper and sort of the security

2 issues with respect to the type of paper that's used for ballots and things like tha.

3 Would you put that in the infrastructure context or only physical machines you're talking

4 about?

5 A From the perspective of, you know, selecting paper, no, that's not a process

6 that we were involved with. If it was a you know, if an agency asked for advice on

7 how would we protect a logistics supply chain for paper, then we could give them some

8 advice

° a Gotit

10 A on how to do that and how to secure the facilities, for instance, that hold

11 theballots. But from pickingpaper or designing paper, things like that, that was not.

12 That was more of an administration, election administration requirement.

3 Q And pickingordesigning machines, any role that CISA played?

1a A So we certainly had risk management opinions about — or perspectives,

15 rather, about the types of machines that were in use. And from a risk management and

16 resilience perspective, we strongly encouraged and, you know, even advocated to the

17 Congress on behalf of States for machines that had paper trails, so voter verifiable paper

18 audittrails

19 Ifyou recall in about 2016, there was probably about litle under 80 percent,
20 according to the Center for Election Innovation. The — I think it was about just under80

21 percent of votes cast had a paper record associated with it. There were five States at

22 the time - Louisiana, Georgia, South Carolina, Delaware and New Jersey — that had the

23 DRE, the direct recording equipment. So you touch the screens, it's tracked on

24 removable media

2 Over the course of the 4 years between 16 and 20, that number - | think the
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1 number for 2020, it was around 95 percent ofvotes cast had a paper trail associated with

2 it. And, you know, our encouragement there was because of the auditability. And

3 auditabity is resilience. And sof, you know, Georgia or something got popped, then
4 it'd be harder to -- or there were claims or actual technical interference with the DREs, it

$ would be harder to track.

6 Andi thinkwe were hugely successful in at least helping push that initiative and
7 thattransformationacross elections from '16 to '20. There was -- in The Washington

8 Post Cybersecurity 202 this morning, in fact, there's a -- the front matterofthat piece is

9 about how Louisiana is the only State left that's statewide DREs.

10 Q That was going to be my question. Do you know in November 2020

11 which there may be small counties here or there, but do you know generally which
12 States had not made the transition to paper ballots?

13 A Statewide, the --

1 Q Or, no, just had jurisdictions within the State that were not did not have
15 paper ballots.

16 A So Georgia, South Carolina, and Delaware both made the switch over to, in

17 some cases, ballot marking devices. | know both Georgia and Pennsylvania had those.
18 So New Jersey was a State that had DREs, but due to the pandemic, they switched over to

19 absentee or maikin balloting
2 Louisiana -so what remained as | understood understand i, rather, it was
2a Louisiana statewide, Tennessee, Indiana, Texas, and a handful of others. Now, you may

2 find DREs in a small -- in use in small amounts across the country for accessibility

23 purposes, for people that just can't use paper. But at a larger scale, it's Tennessee,

24 Indiana, Texas, and Louisiana.
2s Mr. Walden. Fm sorry. He asked you question. | just want to make sure
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1 youransweris clear. | won't do this very often, but | just want to keep track.

2 50 the ones - the only ones statewide that didn't have it was Louisiana,

3 Tennessee, Indiana, and Texas. Some locations didn't have it?

a Mr. Krebs. Right

5 Mr. Walden. But New Jersey, Georgia, South Carolina, and Delaware did?

6 Mr. Krebs. So in 2020, South Carolina had — by 2020, South Carolina had

7 switched toapaper trail. Georgia had switched to a paper trail. Pennsylvania had

8 switched toapapertrail. New Jersey just chopped over to absentee. And Delaware

9 had switched as well.

10 oYI

1 Q Now, but and | understood those were switch-overs for 2020, but it’s not

12 tosuggest that other States throughout the country that you're not listing, those also

13 were paper. So California, Pennsylvania, Michigan

1a A Right

15 Q those wereall those were paperas well?

16 A Yes. So,again, just to restate, for 2020, the States that had a significant or

17 substantial number of DRE, so, again, Louisiana was statewide, and then there were

18 counties or jurisdictions within Tennessee, Indiana, and Texas. Those are the ones that

19 are immediately coming to mind. And there are a handful of others,but those are

20 the those are thebigger vats.

2 Q  Gotit. Sol interrupted your answer earlier to get onto the infrastructure

22 protection. You talked about sort of other - you talked about a three-pronged

2 A Yep.

2 Q ~~ concern with respect to what the Russians had done in 2016. Does that

25 sort of track to sort of the three prongs of what CISA was focused on?
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1 A Soon the election infrastructure, CISA had lead across the Federal

2 Government. So we would lead the engagement with State and local election officials

3 toconduct risk assessments, improve the security of their - their systems, to conduct

4 training, coordinate, share intelligence and information. And then FBI supported us.

5 The intelligence community supported us.

s On the second piece with campaigns, FBI generally had the lead where we would

7 support. We would provide any sort of assistance, but there was nota whole lot of

8 support requested from any of the Presidential or other Federal campaigns. They

9 were going to do their ownthingand -

10 Q And when you say campaigns, what are you referring to there? | mean,

11 what's the threat or what's the issue? Infrastructure | think you've explained well, sort

12 oftherisks

13 A Right

1 Q andthe threats. When you say campaigns, what are you referring to?

15 A So the DNC, the RNC, the actual - you know, the Biden campaign, the Trump

16 campaign

7 Q  Butefforts by some mal actor to steal material?

1 A Correct. Soin 2016, the Russians hacked into the DNC and exfiltrated email

19 andreleased those emails through various means. And so our - you know, the concept

20 there was, okay, it happened before. This partofthe playbook, so we should offer to

21 those campaigns support f they need it.

2 So what we would generally do in 2 one-for-one bipartisan manner so if we

23 briefed the RNC, we briefed the DNC. If we briefed the Trump campaign, we briefed the

24 Biden campaign, or we'd at least offer it, and offer them an assessment of what we saw

25 washappening in the world
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1 Some of those briefings were classified. | never participated in any of the

2 briefingsto so Il say that, as far as | can remember, | think | was in one meetingatthe

3 RNCwith Rona McDaniel, where we kind of just talked about elections. But, generally,

4 in that was the 2018 timeframe.

5 For 2020, as we ran up, it was typically -those briefings were typically led by a

6 career official, for purposes of remaining nonpolitial.

7 Q With the goal being how tohelp the campaigns or the party committees

8 protect their information from

9 A Yes

10 Q intrusion?

u A Yes.

2 Q Foreignor domestic? Did you have a - was there —

13 A I mean, we would generally brief them because of the intelligence

14 community's, you know, purview, on foreign threats. So if we saw something coming

15 from Russia, Iran, you know, China, whatever, it would be - you know, we would be able

16 toprovide that to them to help them understand the risk landscape. But, again, that's

17 because of the information we had available. | don't think there was any domestic

18 technical information that would have - would have come up.

19 Q But did you feel that there was some lane of authority there that you had to

20 observe in terms of where that the threat of intrusion might come from? So, in other

21 words, ifitwas a if it was a hacker in his parents’ basement in New Jersey, is that a

22 threat that you considered part of your mandate to address and brief the campaigns on?

23 A Sobreak things apart here. So from a threat modeling perspective, you

24 know, based on the available intelligence, those concepts would be primarily driven by.

25 foreignactors. It would be, hey, here's what the Russians are doing. Anda lot of that
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1 wasinformed by things that Cyber Command was doing.

2 50 Cyber Command was doing some foreign operations - this is

3 unclassified - foreign operations in Ukraine and other Eastern European countries where

4 they could actually observe in those networks. They'dpartner with their own country.

5 They'dpartner with those countries, and they'd be ableto see Russian GRU activity.

6 And what we'd be able to do is we'd be able to take the techniques that they were

7 using. We'd be able to take the malware that we found or that the and then as well as

8 the targeting sets. And whether it was election night reporting or voter registration,

9 package that up and then turn around and share that with — with ourState

10 election State and local election officials.

u We also partnered with Fire€ye andother cyber threat intelligence companies to

12 dothesame thing. Itwas ike, hey, this is the activity we're seeing. And because

13 they're a private sector organization, there is no domestic Fourth Amendment issues.

14 And so they were able to pull together any sort of information they saw from threat

15 actors, but they don't get too deep into the attribution game. And we'd share that

16 So that's from a threat modeling perspective. But from a defensive posture

17 perspective

18 a Yes

19 A ~itdoesn't matter. Because, frankly, when you see the activity, you don't

20 know. Ittakes quite some time to figure out who the bad guy is mostof the time. And

21 soitwouldn't have mattered for us if it was a domestic or a foreign actor. We provided

22 security advice from all comers to help them defend from any bad actor.

23 Q So, from your perspective, there was no bright line that you needed to

24 observe, in terms of advising the stakeholders, whether it's local - State and local

25 officials, campaigns is what we're talking about now, you didn't eel that you needed to
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1 backoff if the perceived threat included domestic actors?

2 A From a cyber perspective, absolutely not. | mean, look, there are criminals

3 here domestically that wouldtry to hack in. | mean, there were some investigations

4 that, understand it, after the 2016 election related to domestic cybercriminals that were

5 tryingto hack into databasesandthingslkethat.

6 So for usit was -- because the techniques aren't going to change al that much.

7 They use the same tools. And that's ~ so it doesn't matter, right?

8 Q Okey. Lets sory.

9 A Sorry. And there's a second piece here is that some of the techniques that

10 were used in 2016 by the Russians, it continues to today for both Russia and China. But

11 what they do, i's not like they try to come at you from a Russian IP address.

2 50 you can't just say, oh, block all Russian IP space from connecting to your

13 network, because what they're doing is they're jumping around the global internet, and

14 they will pop up in domestic hosting providers. And so theyll use virtual private servers

15 thatare domesticbased.

16 Microsoft just did a blog on this, or Fire€ye - or Mandiant and Microsoft, where

17 they would come into an area -so let's just use - I'l just randomly pick, say, Georgia,

18 because that's where I'm from. If they were trying if a bad guy is trying to go after a

19 target, soifa Russian s trying to go aftera target in Georgia, what they will dois theyll

20 come in and theyll compromise hosting infrastructure in Georgia. So when you see the

21 traffic, it would look like someone that's a customer in the same city or the same town or

22 whatever. Sothat's just one of the techniques

23 So you can't tell that it's Russia coming in. So, again, our advice was almost

24 agnosticto the specific actor and, instead, a defend against all threats

2 Q Okay. But notjust and I think I'm justrestatingwhat you said earlier.
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1 But you were agnostic not just because the Russians might beposingas a Georgian in the

2 State of Georgia, but because there might be someone who actually is an American

3 citizen within the State of Georgia could be doing the same sorts of things that you're.

4 worried about?

5 A Soyes. And this s not specific to election infrastructure. This s all critical

6 infrastructure, right? So when we work with chemical facilities - and there's a

7 significant chemical security effort at CISA we would not just be worried about al-Qaida;

8 we would be worried about a domestic actor coming in and stealing chemicals that could

9 be used for nefarious purposes. ~ So, again, the month -- or the threat actor focusofCISA

10 isall hazards.

u Q Gott

2 A Itis man-made, foreign, and domestic. It is natural disaster. Itis,

13 technology-driven.

1 Q Okay. Letme get to the third prongof the -- what | think you were

15 describing as the Russian campaign in 2016. And I think - does it also track sort of the

16 third prongofwhatyouwere focused on --

1” A Yes.

18 Q from an election security standpoint?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And what's that?

21 A othe third prong is just this broader disinformation campaign that in 2016

22 had there was an election-related disinfo piece, but there wasalso a much

23 broader there continues to be a much broader effort by Russian influence actors to

24 destabilize the U.S, to undermine confidence in the American people in their leadership.

2 And so, you know, one of those kind of not related to election issues would be,
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1 youknow, they were involved in promoting both Black Lives Matter - Black Lives Matter
2 and anti-Black Lives Matter protests and counterprotests. They boosted some of the

3 Kaepernick Nike takea knee sort of suff
4 But specific to elections, there was also the -- there was also the disinformation

$ related to, you know, things that were going on. So Tennessee GOP was a Twitter

6 handle, the Ten_GOP wasa Twitter handle that the Internet Research Agency based out
7 of St. Petersburg used to promote election disinformation in '16.

8 So, to step back, we assess that, based on '16, they would continue to use these

9 techniques, and they did. And so as a Federal Government, this is where things are a

10 little bit looser, because disinformation is, | think, generally a more nascent national

11 security risk, that there is not a, for instance, a national security strategy for countering
12 disinformation.

13 In fact, this is a recommendation that | championed in the Aspen Commission on

14 Information Disorder, that the Federal Government needs a whole-of government
15 strategy to understand the threat of disinformation, misinformation, and malinformation

16 to the United States.

7 And so there is no broad countering disinformation strategy. Instead, the way

18 we looked at it -- and this was coordinated through the National Security Council. But

19 the way we looked at it was to break up disinformation threats into a supply and demand

20 sort of approach.

2a And so on the supply side, again, from an unclassified perspective, you would have

22 the intelligence community, the FBI, that would be looking to understand who the threat
23 actors were. So if it's the Internet Research Agency coming out of St. Petersburg, they

24 would be able to then identify the accounts, not the content. It's all content neutral.

25 They'd be able to identify the accounts and then say, hey, we can tie this back to a
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1 disinformation operator that works for the IRA. ~ Hey, Facebook, Twitter, whomever, you

2 guys you ought to go check this out and investigate it.

3 And so that would then lead to an internal Facebook investigation and that they

4 could, you know, expose a coordinated unauthentic behavior campaign. So that's

5 disrupting the supply side.

6 On the demand side, where CISA sat -- and this is, in part, based on abroader set

7 of authorities related to the Department of Homeland Security, as | understood them and

8 asl was counseled consistently and constantly throughout the process, but we had an

9 awareness and education mission. And so that's the demand side. So, you know,

10 seeking to help kind of stabilize or diminish demand for disinformation.

u So that's what led to, in 2019, the release of the - theWar on Pineapple

12 campaign, which was ~ it was about July, | think, of 2019, where the idea here was we

13 would educate, based on our understanding of how foreign influence actors worked.

14 We would help educate the American people in a kind of a noncontroversial way.

15 So we broke the foreign influence operators’ techniques into five steps. First is

16 identify the issue. And can send you the graphics, the infographics. First is identify

17 theissue.

18 Second is get your accounts into place. ~ So whether it's Twitter or Facebook.

19 Sometimes the seasoning of those accounts can take a few months or even a couple

20 years. Yousaw in '16 that they had had some Twitter accounts they had been using or

21 had ready to go forlike 5 or 6years. So, again, the second is you get your accounts into

22 place.

23 Third is you start boosting the issue that you want to push. Typically, that

24 happens on social mediaplatforms and Facebook groups and things like that.

2 Fourth is you take it mainstream. That's where you want to take it out of the
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1 social media platform into mainstream news and getting it to land on FOX News or

2 MSNBC or whatever your target audience is.

3 And then fifth is you actually take it tothe real world.

a And in"16, we saw them jump from Facebook groups into FOX and others. And

5 then you actually had real lfe protests and counterprotests and trying to get the conflict.

6 And,in part, that's what happened with January 6th, right?

7 Q Well, we're going to get therefor sure.

5 A Yeah.

° Q You called it the War on Pineapple campaign. Where does that title come

10 from?

1 A So,again, the concept here was that we wanted to have an issue that was

12 noncontroversial and understanding that there was a lot of national you know, anything

13 Russia could immediately set off potentially half your audience. So we tried to pick

14 something that didn't have any political connotations.

15 And so the Election Security Initiative team, again, Matt Masterson and a few

16 others, were - you know, they got everything scoped out and they just had to figure out

17 what the issue was to - that we would mock up. They went to lunch, had ~ they were

18 tryingto figure out what's a binary issue. I's like, you know, do you like salt and vinegar

19 chipsor somethingike that. What they actually came down to is whetheryou like

20 Hawaiian pizza or not, and like it's a very clear-cut

2 Q Yes

2 A slike you either love it or you hate it. And he i from New York, so he

23 probably hatesit. Yeah.

2 So what we did was that was kind of the - you know, ts light, i's fun, its

25 engaging. And so that was the point of the public awareness campaign. We released
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1 that in, like | said, June or July or so of'19. And then we actually pushed a Twitter — fake

2 Twitter war. And we got National Association of Secretaries of State and the National

3 Association of State Election Directors to take opposite sides. One side liked it the

a other side didn't. So we pushed it. It caught on.

5 And so to the point now where any time anything happens on Twitter where

6 pineapple, you know, Hawaiian pizza, pineapple and pizza is an issue,| get tagged. ~ And
7 50, you know, it happens at least once or twice a week. So it worked, right? We raised

8 awareness at least that pineapple on pizza is gross.

9 But to get back to the broader point here, our mission here in the disinformation

10 space was to provide information on how disinformation operations work, but also as.

11 certain themes would emerge related to election disinformation, we wouldwork with a

12 range of partners, whether it's at the State level, the Federal level, with the EAC, with the

13 Postal Service, with DOD, to provide authoritative information on what happened.

1a Sol give you an example. 2020, October 22nd and 23rd, a series of emails start

15 popping up in people's email in-boxes throughout Florida and elsewhere. The emails

16 claim to be from the Proud Boys, and they are saying, hey -- and they tend to be targeting

17 Democrats and - registered Democrats at least. And so the claims say, hey, we know

18 you're a registered Democrat. You have to change your registration and vote for Trump.

19 If you don't, we're going to come after you and we'll know who you voted for.

1) And so we saw these coming in. And we —you know, the way we would

2 address -- deal with this, with any of these themes or claims is we would just

22 systematically reverse engineer the claim.

23 So the claim here is that we will know who you voted for. So it's the lawof the

24 land inall SO States ofa secret ballot. That's kind of the magic of American elections.

25 And so that was the hook for us, to say, these sorts of emails are coming out. The --it's
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1 actually untrue that anyone would ever know who you voted for unless you tell them.

2 Theresa secretballot. So disregard, this is disinfo.

3 And that was the crux of rumor control, which we launched that Monday or

4 Tuesday of the week of 21, 22, whatever it was, October.

5 Q Can stopyou therefor one second?

6 A Yep.

7 Q Because | know a ttle bit more about where this story goes, but | want to

8 pause on thispieceofit for a minute.

9 The threat is a ~ its what you would describe as an influence campaign? This

10 isn'ta physical intrusion into any hardware?

1 A Yes, right.

2 Q  It'saneffort to influence voters for some someone has an objective here.

13 They want voters to think a certainthing.

14 A Soinfluenceis kind of -

15 Mr.Walden. I'm sorry, hold on. What'sthe question?

16 ovI
7 Q Is that how you would characterize this, as an influence operation?

18 A Yes. Thatisan influence operation. I think the -that's more ofa

19 technical term that lacks the specificityof the objective. ~The objective here was to

20 intimidate, intimidate voters, scare voters from voting.

2 Q Okay. And,initially, you don't know who's behind this, correct? When

22 youfirst learn of these emails, you don't know who's behind these emails? They're

23 ostensibly from the Proud Boys, right?

2 A They're ostensibly from the Proud Boys. We need to walk carefully here.

2 Q Okay, understood. But they're ostensibly from the Proud Boys?
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1 A Yes

2 Q And you felt that this was something that fit into your mandate, in terms of

3 educating the public and addressing potential influence operations?

4 A Notonlydidit it squarely in our mandate, but it was signed off, not just by

5 DH leadership, but also White House.

6 Q Because we've heard from former DHS leadership that there wassortof a

7 jurisdictional issue here, in that CISA or DHS was supposed to be focused on foreign

8 interference and internet issues, foreign influence or internet issues. Is that your

9 understanding?

10 A Foreign - so explain foreign influence inthi.

1 Q Well, if there were an influence operation, for example, by a foreign

12 government, the Russians, say, that would be within CISA's mandate.

13 A Okay.

14 Q Buta domestic actor doing the same sort of thing, like the Proud Boys, for

15 example, would not be within CISA's jurisdiction. Do you agree with that assessment?

16 A 1donotagree with that assessment.

7 Q Andat the time that this Proud Boys ~ these Proud Boys emails came up in

18 the fall of 2020, you said that you had sort of - you were in alignment with DHS

19 leadership and the White House on addressing this false information that was being
20 spreadin Floridaorelsewhere.

2 A Absolutely. In fact, we were lauded for our rumor control work that week

22 by White House leadership, including the chief of staff and the National Security Advisor.

23 Q Now, I don't want you to get into certainly any classified information, but |

24 do think you've spoken publicly or it was disclosed that t turns out it was a foreign actor

25 involved with the Proud Boys emails.
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1 A Itwasiran. Yes. Andwe went from first discovery of that email 11 a.m.,

2 noonish maybe, when reports came out on Tuesday to standing in FBI headquarters that

3 evening, Wednesday evening about 7 p.m., attributing that attack to Iranian -- that

4 influence operation to Iranian actors. And |was there in that press briefing.

5 IE Let me pause here. | don't see that we have any members on.

6 Jor JR co vou have anyquestions?

7 EE on’, no.

5 [Krebs Exhibit No. 1

9 Was marked for identification.)

10 ovI

1 Q Let's take alook at exhibit 1 in your binder, which i —these are prepared

12 remarks, testimony that you gave before the Homeland Security and Government Affairs

13 Committee of the Us. Senate in December of 2020. You've obviously seen this

14 document before?

15 A may have written i, yes.

16 Q Okay. And did you have a chance to review it again before today?
FY A Yes, I've reviewed this several times.

1 Q Solwant to ask you about a couple of points that you make in here.

19 A Okay.

20 Q And the first one is on this issue of sort of the I'm sorry.

2 Mr. Luce. | haveacopyhere.

2 ovIN
2 Q Some of the issues that are raised by these foreign influence campaigns in

24 particular. And on page 2, under "The Initial Challenge," the paragraph says "Initial

25 Challenge," you say in the second sentence referring to interference campaignsbythe
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1 Russian Federation, that: "Whatever their other motivations, these Russian campaigns

2 soughtto create chaos and division among Americans, implant disinformation, sow the

3 seedsofdistrust in democratic institutions, and, in this way, degrade America's standing

4 abroad”

5 A Uhhh

s Q  Canyoutalkalitte bit about how you came to those conclusionsthatthat's

7 what they were trying to do — or the Russians were trying to do in 2016?

5 A Thats just thebroader strategic objective of the Kremlin. And

9 disinformation operation is not specific to necessarily just the 2016 election, but that's

10 just their strategic approach. And this is not my - necessarily just my opinion. This is

11 the prevailing I think, academic and, you know, kind of Russia head approach, and its

12 informed by, you know, folks ike Thomas Rid, who's a professor at Johns Hopkins.

13 But that is that is the - kind of the asymmetric strategythat they re pursuing.

14 They have entire units of the GRU thatseek to operate in their, you know, European orbit

15 to conduct assassinations and things like that, again, to just destabilize the Western-level

16 democratic order.

7 Q Andspecificallywith respect to election issues, were you concerned and did

18 you view it as your role to try to combat those types ofdisinformation campaigns for the

19 reasons that you've listed here in the paragraph that we're looking at; that is, to make

20 sure that an actor was not able to create chaos and division among Americans, sow the

21 seedsofdistrust in democratic institutions andso forth?

2 Do you need me torepeat that?

2 A No. Sothe answer isyes, that is ~ that was part of the integrated

24 coordinated response to Russian efforts, where there were parts of the Federal

25 Government that would more directly take on the activities. But under the assumption
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1 that we would not be able to necessarily catch everything and prevent it from happening,

2 there had to be kind ofa resilience measure. And that was our role, was to help explain

3 how these things happen and prepare the American people, inoculate, so to speak, from

4 these sorts of attacks.

5 Q  I'minterested in hearing your perspective on why you think that's important,

6 why the American public needs to be inoculated, and what the stakes were here with

7 respect if they weren't.

8 A We're ina broader - okay, so this kind of - let's step back here again and

9 talkabout things like the Aspen Commission on Information Disorder that | co-chair.

10 The challenge is we're in the midst of an informationdisorder where

11 they're -disinformation, misinformation, malinformation is flying, due to technology, the

12 prevalence of technology, social media, online, you know, enabled communications.

13 techniques, unlike ever before. It's the velocity of information that's happening, and it's

1a being weaponized by all sortsofactors, you know, foreign actors, domestic actors,

15 grifters, those that continue to, you know, seek dominion over others.

16 And so the point here is that we understood that the - that the Russians primarily

17 were but others were doing it too - were seeking to destabilize the United States by

18 undercuttingthe public's confidence in, not just the national security apparatus and the

19 government writ large, but just destabilize or undermine whatever truth is.

20 And so partofour mission was, when we understood a national security risk that

21 was impacting the United States, it was within the authorities, as we understood it,

22 particularly when it came to critical infrastructure-related issues, like election security, we

23 hada mission and the authorities to engage and provide explanatoryand authoritative

24 information to counter, to inoculate, to rebut any of these election-related disinformation

25 claims.
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1

2 [uosam]

3 ovI

4 Q And do you feel that that understanding or --

5 A Soletme -- | want to add one more piece here, again, to explain why this is

6 notjust election security, this is also about critical infrastructure protection.

7 S0,in 2020, inprobably about April, FEMA actually set up a rumor control site that

8 we contributed content to. There were critical infrastructure - telecommunications is

9 critical infrastructure, right? Telephones, internet service providers, anything that

10 allows you to communicate. There were claims, disinformation claims, being associated

11 that COVID was being spread by 5G and 5G towers.

2 It's critical infrastructure. It's disinformation. We worked with scientists and

13 telecommunications experts to provide authoritative information to FEMA that they

14 could then put on their rumor control site that, asfar as | know, s sill there today on

15 why, scientifically and technologically, that is not possible.

16 So that is a - again, it goes to thebroader critical infrastructure missionof the

17 Department. Election infrastructure is critical infrastructure. And, as specific

18 election security-related disinformation claims came up, we felt it was important to

19 provide, again, authoritative information to rebut some of the claims.

20 a okay.

21 ovI

2 Q  Canljumpinand just ask | appreciate, Mr. Krebs, that the Department did

23 and doesalot to counter disinformation by calling it out, identifying it, providing a

24 counternarrative.

2 Are there legal authorities consistent with the First Amendment that the
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1 government, DHS or otherwise, uses to shut down, tiff, prevent the dissemination of
2 misinformation? There are two ways to sort of --

3 A Rint
. Q combat this. You can either counter the misinformation with more
$ speech, or you can try to shut down the misinformation. Tell me a little bit about the --

. A Ianonlyspeaktowhat|was involved withatCISA
7 Q Yeah.

8 A --but we certainly, as far as I'm aware, took no actions as a government

9 actortocensor, to--
10 a ep.
un A ~tostopany speech.
12 Q You're exactly anticipating my question. There is no authority for the

13 government to censor, to stifle, to prevent foreign or any actors from disseminating this

14 Kind of blatantly incorrect misinformation.
15 A We again, our
1 Mr. Walden, msorry. |just want to make sure, because we have a record
17 here, your question i, does he knowofany legal authority
18 [ee

1 Mr. Walden, to shutit down? Okay,
0 I ccs! authorityoraction to do so.
2a Mr. Walden. Okay.

2 Mr. Krebs. | am not aware of any action CISA took to shut down speech --

5 oI
24 Q Right.

25 A --right? -- any direct action we took.
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1 There were circumstances where we connected State officials in the 2018

2 election, State of Ohio, connected State officials with social media platforms --

3 Q Uh-huh

4 A so that,ifthe State official said, hey, there'sa videoabouta- there'sa

5 video on whatever social media platform that seems to show a vote being flipped, we'd

6 like to talk to Facebookor Twitter, whatever -- | can't remember the platform - about

7 thatand share our perspective and our facts on what's happening in the video, we

8 connectedthem. We had, beyond that, no activity.

9 Q Yeah. Sothe purposeof a conversation like that would be so that the

10 platform could potentially flag, deplatform, or restrict the -

u A Dowhatever, right.

2 Q  Dowhatever

13 A Yes.

1 Q itsterms and conditionsof --

15 A With their terms of services, right?

16 Q Exactly.

1” A Yes.

18 a okay.

19 A But, again, the Federal Governmentwasnot taking direct action

20 Q Yeah, I understand.

21 A --other than connecting parties.

2 Q just want to sortofunderstand what the various levelsarethatwe,

23 collectively, we, the U.S. Government -

2 A Yeah.

2 Q have to combat this.
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1 A So there are other levers that other you know, again, I'm not speaking as a

2 source of authority here, but, based on my understanding of the research, there are other

3 agencies that may have fraud-related - you know, FTC took action against -

4 Q Yeah.

5 A someof the pandemicgrifters for, you know,alternative therapiesearly in

6 COVID. But, again, from a CISA perspective, you know, there are no affirmative

7 authorities that we have that we could proactively use.

8 Q Okay. That'sit. Thankyou.

5 Sorry tointerrupt.

10 EE No. Noproblem.

n ovI

12 Q You reference in this document, exhibit 1, several times taking measures to

13 protect the public's confidence in the election system in this country. Do you

14 understand that to be or did you understand that to be one of the missions of CISA?

15 A Restate the question, please.

16 Q Did you understand oneofthe missionsof CISAtobe to promote and

17 protect the public's confidence in the elections in this country?

18 A believe that is a byproduct of our mission, and the mission being providing

19 authoritative information on the security of elections to the general public.
20 Q And "mission" probably is the wrong use of words there. Was that a goal,

2a though, of--

2 A Yes thatwasa goal.

23 Q  -yourgroup? The goal being to bolster and protect the public's

24 confidence inour elections?
2s A Understanding that there were adversaries that could target or that could
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1 seekto undermine confidence in our elections, we then sought, as a goal, to boost

2 confidence in the American public's - of the American public in our elections.

3 Q And do you think that goal was controversial within the CISA agency or the

4 Department of Homeland Security during the time you were there?

5 A Within CISA? Not that | ~not that I'm necessarily aware.

6 Q Howabout in the Department?

7 A Notthatlrecall. |mean—

8 Q Let me ask youanotherway.

° A Yeah.

10 Q Did anyone from Department of Homeland Securityevertellyouthat

11 combating misinformation or seeking to boost the public's confidence in the election

12 system was inappropriate or outside your --

13 A Thoseare two differentthings,what you just said.

1 a okay.

15 A Right?

16 Q Yes.

1” A Countering misinformation and boosting the American public's confidence.

18 a okay.

19 A 0, on the boosting Americans’ confidence in the elections, absolutely not.

20 a okay.

21 A That was nevera question. In fact, on election day, | had Chad Wolf at

22 DHS--orat CISA headquarters talking to the American public. We had TV cameras

23 there, and he said that it was a secure election -- going to be a secure election, right?

2 So, you know, it wasn't just me. That was the nominee for the Secretaryof

25 Homeland Security. ~Kirstjen Nielsen, actually confirmed Secretary of Homeland
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1 Security, same thing. Kevin McAleenan, Acting, same thing

2 50, you know, as far as I'm concerned, on the maintaining the confidence of the

3 American people in the election, that is part and parcel of the mission, right?

4 Q Now, you broke out the combating misinformation. So tell me about why

5 that might be different.

6 A So, again, combating mis- and disinformation is a nascent area within the

7 national security community. There are no, you know, clear national security strategies

8 around this. | thinkit's the I greatly respected and valued my advice from my chief

9 counsel and the DHS general counsel team. They were veryclear on what was in play

10 andoutof play. But! thought it was - given how we understood the threats would

11 likely materialize, it became increasingly important, even probably more so than just

12 countering the technical threats, that the perception hacks, as they've been called, the

13 disinformation campaigns, would likely be the greatest threat to the 2020 election.

14 And, you know, this is not just about people on, you know,Twitter and Facebook

15 and whatever making false claims or whatever, but this was actually, as we, you know,

16 came to believe that it would be the - sorry. It would actually be partof the techniques

17 usedby, like, the Iranian actors, that they had, in fact, manipulated ~ claimed that they

18 had manipulated the election when, in fact, they had not. ~ But it would be their tactics,

19 because t's hard to rebut. It's hard to disprove a negative.

0 And so that was partofestablishing, here are the security - we never said, "No,

21 youdidn't" We said, "Here are the security controls in place that wouldprotect the

22 electoral process before, during, andafter an election that would basically invalidate and

23 obviate any claims that they may make. And | have plenty of examples we can talk

24 about there.

2 Q Uh-huh Okay.
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1 You talked a little bit about — I'm going to switch gears a litle bit here. And |

2 might get to some of those examples ina minute.

3 A Idlove to talk about those examples.

4 Q Actually, why don'tyou

5 A Alright.

6 Q tell me about them now.

7 A Herewego.

8 Mr. Walden. How many days do we have?

9 Mr. Krebs, Jim I've talked about this. We've talked about this. ~ All right.

10 S01 think the biggest example here was, as | was in the seat at CISA, right,

11 Hammer Scorecard. So's a claim that was repeated by someof the former President's

12 attomeys. Whether they were attorneys or not is unclear.

13 But, nonetheless, Hammer Scorecard -- Hammer is the CIA software that - and

14 then Scorecard was the supercomputer - supercomputer flip it around,

15 whatever that was developedbythe CIA allegedly to manipulate elections of foreign

16 countries. The claim was that Hammer Scorecard had been flipped around and was

17 being used here inthe United States to attack election tabulators.

18 And 50 our response here was, again, reverse-engineering the claim. ~ So what's

19 theclaim? The claim is that someone's using software program to change tabulation

20  ofthevotes. Okay. So-

2 Q  stopfor1 second. When did that claim first rise in the context of the

22 2020election? I thinkit might go back before then.

23 A 1 would have to go — oh, yeah, it does, but I'd have to goback and look 1

24 mean, honestly, Id have to go back and look at my Twitter feed, but October, sometime

25 late October.
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1 Q Beforetheelection. That's

2 A Ibelieve so, but, you know, | don't want to say definitively here.

3 a okay.

4 A It could've been right around it was right about that time in November 3rd,

5 butmaybe slightly earlier.

6 So, again -so, okay,ifthe claim is that a bad guy comes in and adjusts the

7 tabulation, what is the material impact on an election that has robust safeguards before,

8 during, andafter the election?

° That ultimately is where we got to the point about paper being important

10 Because if you have a paper record of how we all voted in this room and that is virtually.

11 immutable as it moves through the process, it doesn't matter if there was a computer

12 thatat some point counted all those things and then changed the outcome, because

13 you're also conducting audits on the other side.

1a So technology is used in elections to increase the accuracy and the efficiency of

15 the process, right? That said, election officials recognize — this is a concept known as

16 software independence -- that you cannot have a computer or piece of software as a

17 single point of failure through the process.

18 And that's why in Georgia it was so critical that they did, in fact, move from the

19 DREs toa ballot-marking device that had a paper record. Because even if Hammer

20 Scorecard was correct and the first count of the votes was manipulated by a dead

21 Venezuelan dictator, as was claimed, the subsequent counting of the hard copies, the

22 paper ballots, showed consistency.

23 That software program could not have actually changed the physical paper ballot.

24 It could only change the digital tabulation. ~The recounts proved it did not, though.

2 And so our point was: Okay, this is the claim, this is what's circulating. ~ Here, in
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1 fact, though, are the security controls and the resilience measures in place.

2 And that is essentially how rumor control worked. We would identify the issue

3 orthe theme that's being claimed, unpack, reverse-engineer it, and then actually

4 provide not just say, "And, hey, listen to CISA," but "listen to these experts,” the

5 national - you know, the actual State laws, the Federal laws, whatever that is in place,

6 the best practice, on how that could not actually change the outcomeofan election.

7 a okay.

8 Is there another example you want to share?

9 A Sharpiegate. So Sharpiegate is another example in Arizona where there

10 were claims that Sharpies were being intentionally passed out in certain voting locations,

11 and they would bleed through the ballot and bleed through and fill in a bubble or be read

12 astofillina bubble on the other sideofthe ballot if they re double-sided.

13 And, in fact, what - so, first of, you know, what we would do there, we'd see

14 that, we'd see that it kind of makes national news or it circulates nationally, so we'd

15 contact our we either had our on-the-ground people or wewould just work with the

16 secretaries of state offices. In that case, it was Katie Hobbs and her team. ~ So this is

17 the team Matt Masterson would lead.

18 And he'd gotalk to Katie and Katie's team and be like, hey, what's going on here?

19 She would say, well, here's the claim, and here's the actual - the technical specifications

20 that we have here. And, no, a Sharpie cannot bleed through first off, Sharpies are

21 approved and have been testedforefficacy. But the second piece here is that, when

22 youlookat the ballots, there is actually nothing on the other side. ~The way the ballots

23 were designedwas that, evenif it bled through, there was no scannable field on the other

24 side of the bleedthrough. So they were actually offset.

2 And so, again, that's the sortof information we can provide out and, again,
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1 circulate out to the American public.

2 Q And was the - again, I'm covering something that we've already talked a

3 littlebit about. But, on that specific instance, no allegation ofa foreign actor involved in

4 the distribution of Sharples, right?

5 A Notthatl recall

6 Q Was there an allegation or a concern that foreign actors were spreading the

7 sharpiegate -

8 A Yes

9 Q dam?

10 A Absolutely.

1 Q Andis that what you felt gave you the authority to respond in terms of

12 rumor control?

13 A don't think we need -- | don't think we needed that assessment, no. |

14 mean, it was disinformation being, you know, associated with an election, with election

15 infrastructure, with election systems, and, you know, that, in and of itself,

16 election-infrastructure-elated disinformation, was sufficient to engage.

7 Q So you didn't perceive that as a Stateissue that was outside the jurisdiction

18 of CISA, to try and address a false rumor about Sharpies?

19 A Ithinkit certainly was a State issue, but, you know, it circulates much

20 broader than just Arizona, you know, the way the internet works, right? It's not

21 confined just to the State. It was, at that point, a national issue.

2 Q We've heard from DHS leadership, former leadership, that an allegation

23 that's sort of handled by the States would be outside the lane of CISA and, in fact, you

24 were going outsideyour lane by addressing issues such as Sharpiegate or other issues

25 regarding misinformation regarding the 2020 election.
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1 A Certainly never told by anyone at DHS leadership that we were going outside

2 ourlanethatlrecall.

3 Q Other I don't want to cut you off onother examples regarding rumor

4 control or misinformation.

5 A Oh, we talked about - you know, we talked about the Hammer Scorecard,

6 we talked about Sharpiegate, | mean, we talked about secret ballots.

7 You know,a lot of the times you know, while there were cases where rumor

8 control was specifically to emerging claims, we had also done a significant amount of,
9 kind of, scenario development and threat modeling, so we had a prepopulated set of

10 rumor control entries prior to the election. ~ And we'dactualysend them up: You

11 know, here's what you might expect to hear prior to the election, here's what you'll hear

12 on election day, and here's what you'll hear after the election. But, as specific claims

13 came up, we were able to drop in and update new ones.

1 Q So, for example, I think you had a rumor control topic on dead people voting.

15 and how that is not a thing and wouldn't be something that could move an election.

16 A Idon't think that's how we characterized the response. | think

7 Q That was a gross oversimlification of what was there.

1 A S0,as we yes, there were claims about dead peoplevoting that came

19 through. And, again, we don't move to disavow and say, that's not a thing, it doesn't

20 happen. The disinformation or the rumor control entry ~ and this was coordinated with

21 State officials - was, hereare the security controls that are in use to identify dead people

22 and remove them from the voter rolls. And, you know, i’ including coordination with

23 social Security Office and, you know, the filingof the notice ofadeath and things like

a that.

2 Q Likewise, | think there was a rumor control topic on changes in reported
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1 unofficial results in the days and weeks following the election, sort of warning people that

2 that might be something that they would see and that they shouldn't be - they shouldn't

3 take too much from that. Again, I'm mischaracterizing

a A No,thisis

5 Q alot of the information that went into the rumor control, but was thata

6 topicfor you guys?

7 A Yeah, we had

5 Mr. Walden. Yeah, I'm sorry. I'm getting alitle bit lost, so | apologizefor this.

9 Maybeit'sjustme. Butit seems tome that you're asking about two different things,

10 andi want to makesureyou're that

1 Mr. Krebs. Okay.

12 Mr. Walden. --you're answering the right way — the correct way.

13 One is whetherornot the risk assessment for the issue was within his mandate.

14 The other one waswhether the rumor control about the issue was within his mandate.

15 Dol understand your question correctly, or am | misunderstanding

16 ME Veah. Sorry. twas probablya bad question. I'd sort of moved

17 ofthe mandate issue. Mr. Krebs was going through some examples and sort of racking

18 his brain, felt, looking for them, and I'm giving him some -- I'm trying to jog his

19 memory

1) Mr. Walden. Yeah.

2 IEEE - on things that I'd seen on the rumor control website.

2 Mr. Walden. Right. But examples of things that CISA actually dealt with from a

23 rumor control perspective is what —

2 es

2 Mr. Walden. Okay.
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1 ovIN

2 Q  Andisthattre? Are these things that were dealt with, the things that I'm

3 mentioning?

a A Tothe best of my recollection.

s a okay.

s Okay. Let me you've talked a lot about, sort of, your relationship with State

7 andlocal election officials. Was that an important part of CISA's work, to coordinate,

8 facilitate, assist State election officials in running their elections?

9 A Toassistin securing their elections, to helping them conduct elections in a

10 secure manner, providing them security advice, technical cybersecurity assistance,

11 training, education, communications, support.

2 Q You talkedearlier about the infrastructure and protecting that. How did

13 you work with State officials to make sure that their - tohelp them ensure that their

14 equipment wassafe and secure?

15 A We had a numberofdiferent offerings that we had. There's an entire

16 catalog. There's an election security catalog. It's notin here because i's thick. But

17 we would go out and conduct things likesecurity and vulnerability assessments. We

18 could dored team. We could do fairly in-depth assessments of voter registration

19 database configurations

1) We had a, what's known as cyber hygiene scan that they would sign up for and

21 we'ddoa regular scan to see if anything touching the internet was mis- - well, not

22 misconfigured, but running an old vulnerable version.

2 We developed in the summer before the election a product called - or tool called

24 Crossfeed, which was alitle bit more in-depth of assessing vulnerabilities of systems and

25 websites that are touching the internet. ~ And then we would provide them reports and
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1 technical assistance on how they might secure things.

2 And, you know, as they received money, we worked, through Federal grant

3 dollars, Help America Vote Act, we worked with thesector and government coordinating

4 councils to provide grant guidance on, you know, things they may want to invest in. And

5 thatincluded things like hiring cybersecurity navigators, cyber navigators, that they could

6 putonstaff and, you know, provide more technical - you know, actual their

7 headcount cybersecurity technical advice.

8 Q  Didall 50 States and the District of Columbia participate or coordinate with

9 youandwork with youoninfrastructure security?

10 A ASO States participated in some way, some fashion. And it's typically

11 through the election infrastructure ISAC in all 50 States. We had thousandsof

12 jurisdictions counties, cities, things like that.

13 In terms of, did all 50 States take a security capability? No. But that's not

14 dispositive, right? States have different investment levels. They have different organic

15 capabilities. They have different requirements. Some States, you know, didn't see a

16 need to, because they actually didn't have a lot of electronic or a lot of computer

17 infrastructure. They were fairly analogue or fairly remedial. And I think New

18 Hampshire is probably a good example of that

19 Other States took every single service we offered, down to mandating it at the

20 Statelevelall the way down to the county level. So Ohio, for instance, required every

21 single State to take a -- not just sign up for cyber hygiene but also participate in

22 a effectively it'sa red team assessment. | can't remember what t's called at this

23 point

2 Mr. Walden. |think you said State. You meant county, right?

2 Mr. Krebs. I'm sorry. Atthe county level. Every single county had to sign up,
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1 not just for cyber hygiene but also down to the red team level.

2 ovIE

5 Q Okay. What Im tryingto get to is whether you were able, based on the
4 work that you did with theStates and the hygiene testing and otherwise, form any

$ conclusions, heading into the 2020 election, as to the States’ preparedness from an

6 infrastructuresecurty standpoint?
7 A So our assessment of the security posture of elections was that, to the

8 extent that we could get as many States, counties, jurisdictions, whatever you want to call

9 them, on paper, voter verifiable paper audit trails, that was ultimately the most resilient

10 posture that we could have, so that any sort of technical interference would be

11 moot - mooted by, again, the immutable, auditable record of the paper ballots.
12 And

13 Q Sorry. |didn't wanttocut you off.

1 A Sothatwas the - that was ome of the most significant pushes, was
15 encourage and get them the resources necessary to make that switch.

16 Q Understood.

v A Yeah
18 Q Were you also able to form any assessment of where the States stood in

19 terms of security against a direct hack, for example?

» Mr. Walden, So, I'm sorry, you're asking a very broad question. | just want to
2a ‘make sure that I'm clear so that he's clear. You're asking him for his opinion about all

22 the States, notwhether there's particular State that's an outlier or there were particular
23 States that were vulnerable?

2 EE Foiauestion
2» What Fm trying to get a sense of is whether you had the abilty to make an
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1 assessment

2 Mr. Krebs. Right.

3 EE regardingall theStates. I'mnotlookingfor the assessmentyet,

4 bute

5 Mr. Krebs. Right.

6 IE!can envision the answer that, well, you know, we never really got

7 into New Hampshire, so | can't tell you about New Hampshire.

8 But, you know, were you able to form impressions -- yeah, go ahead, John.

9 Mr. Luce. | guess one thing|was trying to understand is if you're asking, like, if

10 the Department established that or if you're asking, like, for his personal assessment.

1 At some points, it's getting a litte bit confusingas to whether you're asking, like,

12 his opinion, like, almost like an expert-type opinion on something, or whether we're

13 getting to, like, what the Department knew or thought at the time.

1a So! just wanted to make that point and try and clarify for the record where we

15 are

16 EE Great. Thank you, John. | will try and clarify that.

7 ovI

18 Q  Itappears from yourprior answer that -- or answers -- thatit was critical,

19 from CISA's perspective, to try and move as many of the jurisdictions as possible to paper

20 ballots for all the reasons that you've said.

2 A Uhhh

2 Q  Amirighton that?

23 A That was - yes.

2 a okay.

25 I know it was also, based on your answers earlier, a goal of CISA to assist States in
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1 ensuring that their not just tates, but the jurisdictions - that their equipment was safe

2 and secure, right?

3 A Right

a Q And you talked about hygiene tests and other opportunities that you

5 presented to these various jurisdictions they could avail themselves of or not to sort of

6 test the equipment and make sure that they were as secure as they could be from an

7 infrastructure standpoint, correct?

5 A 50, 105tep back, our job here was to buildrelationshipswith State and local

9 election officials who were, under the Constitution, as delegated bytheirState

10 legislatures, responsible for administering elections. We were there to help them do so

1 insecure way.

2 So we'd build the relationship; we'd provide the resources that they need,

13 understanding that they have other resources. Alot ofother States, counties, had, for

14 instance, ireEye and CrowdStrike and other things like that. If we determinedorthey

15 asked, "Hey, we don't have this capability," we could provide that.

16 Now, am | going to say right now that | have a full understanding of all 50 States

17 and whether they were an AoraBoraCoranF? No. That's not ~you know, | don't

18 have that understanding right now today.

19 50, allof that said, we also -- we're in the risk management business. So

20 100 percent security was neverthe objective here. The objective wasa resilient election

21 sothat, evenif a technical attack by the Russians, by the Iranians, was successful and they

22 couldinfiltrate a voter registration databaseorwhatever, it wouldn't matter, because,

23 again, the security safeguards in place would protect the integrity of the vote, the ballot,

24 allthe way through the certification process. We had the utmost confidence in that

25 workflow.
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1 Q Understood. Understood. And I'mgoing to —

2 A Iknow allright.

3 Q ~~ goalittle more ~ I'm going to push you a tle more just to seeif can get

4 anestimate from you on this. But what I'm interested in understanding is, from a CISA

5 perspective, not Chris Krebs as an individual, whether your level of penetration, level of

6 cooperation, from the various jurisdictions with respect to this, these testing measures

7 that you offered, sort of how broad that reach was, to the point where you could say, for

8 example, in SO percent ~ I'd say, you know, in half the States in the country, you know,

9 we worked with them and we're pretty confident, based on the work that we did, that

10 their systems were not impervious but pretty secure againsta direct hack, but a lot of the

11 Statesdidn't avail themselves of that, so | don't have visibility.

2 1 mean, that's the kind of assessment I'm trying to get in terms of what CISA's

13 visibility was or confidence level with respect to the security of the infrastructure in these

14 States.

15 Mr. Walden. Yeah. And!don'twant

16 I Ar this is impossible, then just tell me, and I'l move on.
FY Mr. Walden. Yeah, | don't want to be a tick in the mud here, but maybe itd be

18 agoodtime to take alittle bitof a break. Are you talking about while he was there

19 before the 2020 election?

2 es

2 Mr. Walden. Okay.
2 IE Do you want totake a break? We can. Talk about it?

2 Mr. Walden. Yeah,why don'tyou let us talk about it.

2 EE Tots fine

2 Mr. Walden. Okay.
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1 EE Thar's fine.

2 Mr. Walden. By the way, is there any place around here that has coffee, like,

3 immediate to this room?

a ME There's a place in the basement.
5 Mr. Walden. Oh, no, no.

6 EE Gut it's not

7 Mr. Walden. It's not, like, there.

8 Eo,unfortunately
5 I Bor vou cick ths over there

10 EE ech.
n I iyou rememberhowto do that?

2 IE O'v We're going to go off the record now.

3 [Recess.]
14 ME O'y. We're back on the record with Mr. Krebs.

15 BL]
16 Q So, Mr. Krebs, we've talked a lot about efforts made by the Department, or

17 the Agency— excuse me - heading into the 2020 election. | want to talk little bit now

18 about your perceptions and understanding of how things went from a security standpoint

19 with respect to the 2020 election
20 Do you — let me ask this way. We've talked about the various measures that

21 CISAtookand the work it did with State and local election officials in attempting to
22 secure the election. Do you have a view as to whether your efforts were successful in

23 terms of preventing cyber intrusion in connection with the 2020 election?

2 A Sol believe three things. First is that we improved the security of the

25 systems across the country in general, through providing technical assistance and
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1 services, tools, education, and awareness. So that's point one.

2 Point two is, I think we, more importantly, helped to improve the resilience of the

3 system where, even if there was a successful attack, that it would've not fundamentally

4 hadanimpact. Paper, again, resilience, the systems, that was the ultimate objective

5 there

6 And I think, third, and probably, you know, most significantly as we came around

7 tounderstand, is that | don't ultimately believe that it was the objectiveof any adversary

8 tochangeasingle vote in the election. | think theirobjectives were more to sow chaos

9 and undermine confidence in the process.

10 Q Ave you able to form any conclusions as towhether there was a cyber

11 intrusion in connection with the 2020 election?

2 A Yes. Infact, we released alerts on these things throughout. There were

13 both Russian and Iranian actors that were able to gain access to election-adjacent

14 systems. The Iranians, in one case, | think, had access to a voter registration database.

15 But we're not aware of any instance where they were ina system that would've been

16 directly connected or, you know, involved in casting, counting, certifying of votes.

FY Q You're speaking specificallyof the Russians in that last answer?

1 A Both. Anyone, any actor

19 a okay.

1) A that would've been able to change a voteorchange the tabulation of a

2a vote.

2 And there are CISA and FBI alerts on both Russian and Iranian actors. |think

23 those are sequentially dated, like, the 27th and 28th of October, something like that.

2 Q And with the Russians, | think the public information was that they gained

25 access to voting records or some sort of voting registration records?
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1 A The again, this is over a year -- they had access in a county in the Midwest

2 anda county on the Pacific Coast, at a county level, in a voting office, but it was

3 effectively derivative work product. So | would think about it more along the lines of,

4 they had access to a merge mail file for voter ~ it effectively would be like sending a voter

5 postcard, like, "Remember, here's your voting location," that sort of thing.

6 Q And had there been public reporting of some sort of intrusion by the Iranians

7 before the election?

8 A That was associated with the Proud Boys campaign. | would think about

9 thisless of a single action, of a set of emails, but more of a coordinated campaign. You

10 know, I'd point you again to the joint CISA-F8I alert that talked about how they had access

11 intoa State level - again, I'd have to go back andlook at thealertofexactly what the

12 systemitwas. But, again, it had nothing to dowith the actual process of casting,

13 counting, or certifying the vote.

1 Q Have you seen any evidence of cyber interference along the lines of casting,

15 counting the votes, with respect to the 2020 election?

16 A No.

uv Q Have you heard any reputable scientist or electronic votingexpert conclude

18 that there was cyber interference or manipulation ofvotes with respect to the casting or

19 counting of votes in the 2020 election?

20 A No.

2 Q  Inyour binder, at exhibit 2, there's a November 16, 2020, statement --

2 A Yes.

23 Q signed by 59 -not signed but sortofelectronically or listed as having been

24 signed by 59 different specialists in election security.

2 Have youseen thisdocument before?
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1 A have

2 Q Okay. Doyou know some of the people who are listed on the second and

3 third pages of this document?

4 A do. Iknowa number of them.

5 Q Okay. Andis your understandingthattheseare, indeed, experts in thearea

6 ofelection security?

7 A These are the experts in election security and computer security in the

8 United States.

9 Q Did you see this statementatthetimethatitwas issued?

10 A did

u Q Isthere anything init that youdisagreewith?

2 A Nothingatall

13 Q Did youplay any part inthe preparationof this document?

14 A Preparation, no

15 Q Howabout distribution?

16 A ltweeted aboutit

7 a okay.

18 A Infact, | quoted aline.

19 Q Do youremember what line thatwas?

0 A Yes. Ithink the tweet was somethingalongthelinesof, you know: 59

21 election security experts all agree, in every case of which we are aware, these claims

22 either have been unsubstantiated or technically incoherent.

23 Mr. Walden. ~The fist page in thefifth paragraph.

2 Mr. Krebs. Yeah. Sorry. Halfway through. Starts with "however."

2 ovI
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1 Q  Gotit. Thankyou.

2 Let me step back again to before the election. Were you keeping others within

3 the government apprised of CISA's efforts to help secure the 2020 election?

4 A Within the Department?

5 Q Within the U.S. Government.

6 A Oh,absolutely.

7 Q Were there interagency meetings on those topics?

8 A There were frequent interagency meetings.

9 Q Which and, again, I'm going to tread carefully here. |certainly don't want

10 togetinto any classified information, but let's just start with who - if you can say, which

11 agencies participatedinthe frequent briefingsor

2 A Okay.

13 Q Maybea better way to ask that is: Which agencies did you brief on election

18 security efforts leading up to the 2020 election?

15 A Sol think there was - let me put a real quick, kind of, framing around those

16 meetings. There were separate meetings through separate channels.

17 So there'sa National Security Councilprocessthat's run by an SPM-4 (ph). ~ And

18 that starts with a -- whatever - a PCC, 50 a policy coordinating committee, or a sub-PCC,

19 that works its way up to a deputies committee meeting and then goes to a principals

20 committee meeting.

21 So, at the PCC level, it's typically assistant secretary level -- supposed to be, but it's

22 probablyalittle bit below that. Deputies committee meeting is either deputy.

23 secretaries of departments or, in some cases, agency heads that are sub-department.

24 And atthe principals committee meeting, that is as established in the National Security

25 Act, and that tends to be agency heads.
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1 So that is the formal process that's run by the White House through the National

2 Security Council.

3 There is a separate coordinating process from an operational agency perspective

4 that was and you had in some of the production that | saw, some of the calendar

5 invitations that talked about principals commit- or principals | don't knowif you have

6 itinhere.

7 Q don't thinkt'sin the binder.

8 A Soit was principals SVC.

9 1 don't knowif see it in here, but

10 Q Yeah

1 A it was definitely in some of the stuff that | saw.

2 So, anyway, in the principals SVTC, those were coordinated or run by the Director

13 of National Intelligence, ODNI.

14 Mr.Walden. ~Canwe just stop

15 Mr. Krebs. Yeah.

16 Mr. Walden. SVTC?

7 Mr. Krebs, ~ SVIC, secure video teleconference.

18 Mr. Walden. Thank you.

19 Mr. Krebs. Didn't youwork at DOJ?

0 Mr.Walden. Yeah, |did. 1 just like to haveaclean record.

2 Mr. Krebs. Right.

2 And those would happen -- again, Id have to refresh my memory,but those

23 started in 2019 to 2020, early, and then ran through maybe about the summer or so, or

24 thelate summer. And those were - so the principals committee - or the, sorry, the

25 principal SVICs were run by whoever was leading the Office of the Director of National
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1 intelligence.

2 Now, when Rick Grenell came in, those meetings dropped off. We didn't do

3 them anymore. Nor did we do the deputies level, which was -- so the principals were

4 about every month, and the deputies meetings were about everyotherweek, so every

5 2weeks.

s And so those started with, at the deputies level, Coats and Sue Gordon. It realy,

7 think yeah, it started at the tal end of Coats’ and Sue Gordon's tenure, and then

8 Joe Maguire and Andrew Hallman. ~ And then, when they let in late February, which is

9 about when they were shown the exit, and Grenell and Kash Patel came in, we didn't |

10 don't recall ever being in a meeting with Rick Grenell or Kash Patel about election security

no swf

2 So that was - but they were still happening at kind of the lower staff level. ~ And

13 Shelby Pierson was leading those discussions on behalf of the DNI with Bill Evanina, who

14 had been tapped at the tail end of the you know, in the interregnum, basically, after

15 Coats and Maguire, that period.

16 Q And, just to stop you there, in the context of these DNI-type briefings, were

17 you sharing CISA' efforts on election security and what the agency was doing?

1 A Absolutely. We were sharing ~ | mean, we had a very prominent role in

19 updating what we were doing at the State level, the sorts of meetings that were.

20 happening. There was a big rollout and a communication strategy. There were public

21 events. You know, this was at the level of you know, in February of 2020, I'm going to

22 San Francisco to keynote the RSA conference, the largest cybersecurity conference.

23 Like, that's the sort of detail, as well as, well, we've got a tabletop exercise, we have this

24 sortof meeting.

2 But it was not just those were updated in the meetings; there was a tracker that
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1 was maintained at the staff level across the agencies, as well back up to the National

2 Security Council through the PCC. | think they actually called it an IPC, but it doesn't

3 matter.

4 So that was that operational coordination piece that, over time, as we got closer

5 tothe election, | think the responsibilty of leading the regular engagement shifted from

6 this DNI-driven effort to a National Security Council coordinated effort at the sub-PCC

7 level. And sothose were run by the name escapes me right now, but it was a — |

8 believe it was a DHS detailee to the National Security Council Resilience Directorate,

9 which, at the time, the senior director was Brian Cavanaugh.

10 a okay.

1 And it sounds like, either through the briefings or the tracker or other mechanisms

12 or maybe just, you know, operational collaboration, you were keeping other agencies in

13 the executive branch pretty well informed as to the measures and the initiatives that CISA

14 was undertaking.

15 A Yes. And they shared back with us. And it was DNI, FBI, Cyber Command,

16 Department of Defense, the CIA, and anyone else in the intelligence community that

17 wantedto share. Those were generally the players in that DNI-ed effort.

18 And then, as that transitioned over to National Security Council it was a similar

19 cast of characters.

0 Q How about the White House directly? Were you keeping the White House,

21 through a liaison or otherwise, apprisedof the initiatives andmeasures that you had

22 underway, so tabletop exercises that you've talked about, rumor control, things of that

23 nature?

2 A My because I did not -- you know, my team, staff, worked directly with the

25 National Security Council through the PCC process, and | was not involved in those
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1 conversations. They werestafflevel, weekly. | think it was, like, every Tuesday, they

2 would have meetings with the White House. ~ But those conversations had al the

3 information. And there were, as far as | know, White House representatives, you know,

4 politica, that had access to that information.

5 id directly update the White House? No.

s Q Did you ever get feedback, either directly or through your staff, about

7 concerns that the White House had about efforts that CISA was undertaking in the

8 election security area before the election?

9 A Sothe concerns that I heard - again, nothing came directly to me from the

10 White House. In point of fact, | made it clear that if therewere concerns they had to

11 cometome. Butthat there were some concerns through the, kind of, the political

12 apparatus, and whether it was from the White House or the White House liaison at DHS,

13 but there were concerns about a product we released in Juneor July of 2020 about

14 security — oh, a risk assessment of mail-invoting and the security controls that were in

15 place.

16 Q What did you understand the concern to be?

FY A So,asit was fed back up to me from staff i, why are we providing guidance

18 on whethera form of voting that the President has said is insecure ~ why are we saying
19 that here are security controls for it?

1) And my response to that was, if someonehas a concern with that product, they

21 will come talk to me about it and we'll have a discussion about whether it stays up or

22 staysdown. Nobodyever came tome.

2 Q 0 you heard that concerns had been raised. They were described to you.

24 But you didn't take any action with respect to those, and you never heard directly from

25 the people who were concerned. Is that
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1 A Thatisaccurate,

2 Q fai? Okay.

3 A Iwas you know, | had the - as the Senate-confirmed Director of the

4 Agency, it was my responsibility to make decisions of what was up and what was down.

5 Andi was not going to, you know, put that decision authority in subordinates’ hands.

6 Thatwas mine.

7 Q Do you know that I'm going to ask the question this way. Did you know

8 that, in fact, some information regarding mail-in voting was taken down or redirected?

9 A Alter the fact, | was informed that stuff may have been taken down, but it

10 was, as! understand, put back up.

1 Q Otherthan this concern that gotto youindirectly regarding the

12 maikin-voting directive, any other concerns that were raised with you

13 A Letme add one more little addendum to that last statement

14 So | made it completely clear that | was the one in the Agency that was making

15 decisions on what stayed up and what stayed down - or what stayed up or what came

16 down. Andsolthink, as that percolated through,perhaps that's what led to, oh, this

17 goesbackup.

18 a okay.

19 Other than the concern that got back to you regarding mail-in voting, any other

20 concerns ever brought to your attention, either directly or through staff, that the White

21 House had about election security efforts being undertaken prior to the election?

2 A Notthat! recall

23 Q Or any concerns aboutstatements that CISA was making publicly in

24 anticipationofthe election?

2 A Notthat! recall. In fact, many of our statements were encouraged by the
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1 White House, like encouraging voters to be patient, that results may take time to come in

2 andthe official results are not until December.

3 Q Were there other aspects of CISA's work that you were encouraged by the

4 White House to more broadly publicize?

5 A Infact, we had a campaign known as "Be a 39 Voter." Be prepared, you

6 know, because things are changing with COVID, know where you're supposed to vote.

7 The second is bea participating voter, because there were a ot of concerns about

8 elderly voters or elderly election volunteers, because of COVID, not being able to

9 volunteer. So they wanted to get people to volunteer to work polls.

10 And the third s be a patient voter, purelybecause the increase in mail-in voting

11 would take a longer lead time and it would takemore time towork through.

2 And so that point specifically, be a patient voter, was briefed out numerous times

13 in White House meetings and with full endorsement to continue pushing that message.

1 Q think I've heard somewhere that, at one point, the President suggested to

15 someone who worked for you that there should be more publicity of the successes that

16 were

FY A Yes

1 Q generally of the successes of the Agency. Correct?

19 A Ibelieve that was expressed to Matt Masterson in the Oval Office on Friday,

20 February whatwas that 14th? | was in Munich, so | don't know. But

2 Q Andspecifically with respect to the positive trend that you've talked about

22 towards paper ballots, correct?

2 A The President, in his own public statements, encouraged paper, yes.

2 Q But was there a request that CISA be more outspoken about this

25 accomplishment, with respect to the encouraging and facilitating the move to paper
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1 around the country?

2 A What are you - are you asking that we get out there and talk - that we were

3 toget out there and talk about how we've increased the resilience, or how the President

4 was responsible for increasing paper?

5 Q Either.

6 A So, you know, that ~ | was not in that meeting. Matt Masterson was. It

7 was nota surprise to us; he had been a constant supporter of paper ballots. And that

8 message kind of, | tink, trickled through the White House, that, you know, as a

9 government, we need to get out there and talk aboutour successes in making the.

10 election secure. And we did that.

1 Q So you had a specific, very specific, recollection in mind in terms of the date,

12 time, and place and individuals. ~ Are there other examples of that that you're aware of

13 where word got back that the President wanted you to promote or tout a particular

14 success of the Agency?

15 Mr. Krebs. Do you have any concerns?

16 EE | con't want to

FY Mr. Luce. Canwe just have a quick ~

1 IE Yeah. Let's go off the record.

19 (Recess)
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1

2 [1213p.m)

3 ovIE

4 Q Okay. There may have been a question pending, but I'l withdraw it. Let's

5 moveon.

6 A Allright,

7 Q Mr. Krebs, in your last - one of your recent answers, you mentioned sort of

8 issues raised by the pandemic and COVID concerns. Was that - did the pandemic in

9 the leading up to the November 2020 election create certain challenges, from an

10 election standpoint?

u A Yes, there were a numberof challenges introduced. One, you had delays in

12 holding of primaries. You had, you know, certain safety measures introduced at polling

13 locations, like baffles, masks, pencils, separation 6 feet, things like that. There were

1a concerns about whether COVID could be transmitted on paper ballots and thingsof that

15 nature.

16 And 50 one of the - again, consistent with that kind of all-hazards mission of CISA

17 inthe critical infrastructure protection and resilience space, we early on both worked

18 with our State and local election officials and the HHS and CDC, so that they could provide

19 election specific guidance to election officials, so COVID election-related specific

20 guidance.

2 We also connected State and local election officials with the post office to talk

22 about some of the security -- or the concerns about potential COVID impact on the

23 election process. And,|mean, | think that's generally it in the spring.

2 Q Are you familiarwith the term "swimlane documents"?

2 A Now that| —that you mention it, | haven't heard -- | haven't heard that term
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1 inawhile,butyes

2 Q What were swimlane documents?

3 A I~ those documents, as|recall, were for staff to have a clear understanding

4 between actually, I'm going to -- | don't believe | have a recollection that | would

5 be feel comfortable, you know, recalling exactly what that document was, because|

6 don'tremember if it was for specifically the election side or the interagency side.

7 Q Okay. Prior tothe election, did you become aware of any what -- and

8 thisisa Chris Krebs personally question. Did you become awareof any information that

9 you would consider misinformation regarding the upcomingelection that was being

10 disseminated by the White House, by the President or his spokespeople?

u A What's the timeframe again?

2 Q Leading up to the election, at some time prior to November 3rd.

13 A Ithink generally the -- the mail-in ballots would be rife for foreign

14 interference, that foreign actors could mail in a bunch of fake mail-in ballots. | mean,

15 that's just one example.

16 Q There wasa press conference that I'm recalling, | can't give you the date,

17 where an issueofballots being found in a river in Wisconsin came up. | think the

18 President might have said that. Don't hold me toit. But | know his spokesperson

19 addressed that issue prior to the election. Do you remember that?

20 A Irecallthe instance. | don't recall exactly what -- when that was or what

21 wesaid about it, if anything.

2 Q Okay. Well the last part is what | was most interested in, is whether there

23 were any efforts within CISA to address claims that had been made by the President

24 regarding the upcoming election that people within your agency might have believed to

25 befalse?
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1 A Again, when you go to the philosophy of rumor control, it was to identify.

2 themes. twas not rebutting specific examples or statements by any individual.

3 Q We've seen some documents that were produced by DHS relating to efforts

4 to connect with social media platforms, Twitter, for example, to working with State and

5 local officials to try to address claims that were being made on Twitter that were false.

6 A Uhhh,

7 Q Are you familiargenerallywiththat initiative?

8 A Ithinkgenerally, yes. And | gave an example of the 2018 election, at least,

9 how we were able to connect | think it was Ohio with one of the platforms.

10 Q And it seemed as if that was a fairly robust -- | was going to say operation.

11 That's probably too strong a word. But there was a fairly - it looked to be, from the

12 documents Ive seen, a fairly well-coordinated effort to put State officials in touch with

13 the social media platforms and try to provide the information necessary to address what

14 were false claims in their respective jurisdictions.

15 A Ithink certainly the efforts to make those connections was a priority. We

16 had frequent ~ | think t was monthly - at least monthly I think monthly, let me put it

17 that way meetings between interagency partners, so FBI, DNI, and CISA, with

18 representatives from the social media platforms. And we sometimes did those out in

19 California. You know, | would attend every now and then some of those meetings.

0 Now, State and local partners were not there. This was just making sure the

21 Federal Government and the social media platforms were connected and were sharing

22 kind of our understanding of how things were playing out, what our concerns were.

23 Q Were you generally — are you awareof the general process if, for example, a

24 tweet was posted abouta particular claim in a particularState, what the process was to

25 tryto- that might lead to either addressing it or deplatforming the person who had
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1 A No.

2 Q made the tweet?

3 A No. Iwas not I didn't have kind of visibility into the mechanics at that

4 level

5 Q Okay. Do you know whether CISA played any role, for example, in helping.

6 secretaries of state formulate a rumor control type of response to those - those

7 instances?

8 A Meaning their own responses at the State level to - | 1 don't know for

9 certain. | wouldn't be surprised, but | don't know for certain.

10 QI mean, | can see that those types of responses -- when | say types of

11 responses, there were responses coming out of various State ~ from various State

12 election officials akin to what you've described with rumor control.

13 A Right

14 Q So not necessarily debunking, but sort of promoting sort of true facts that

15 the public should be aware of. And I'm wondering whether CISA played a part in that or

16 thatwas just sort of training and they would sort of do their own thing.

7 A Idon't believe | don't recall any specific training to States in advance of

18 elections on, you know, how to counter. Rumor control kind of came up more

19 organically than that.

0 1 do recall - | can't give you a specific here, but if there was a State-specific claim

21 that! wouldaskor | would be asked - it's in the bits here - about, hey, this - I'm seeing

22 reportsof this, what - what's going on?

23 And 50 what we would tend to do is ask the State officials, say, hey, what's

24 happening in this issue, is there anything you can share, do you have a statement? And

25 then! could take that statement and send it to the Acting Secretary or the White House.
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1 Wewouldsend it totheWhite House.

2 Q Okay. Did you ever interact with a person named Josh Whitehouse?

3 A Yeah. Hewas the White House liaison before he went -- for DHS before he

4 wenttoDOD, yes.

s Q Did you have personal interactions with him?

s A talked to hima handful of times. He interviewed me, and tried to get

7 himto not take personnel action against some of my employees.

8 Q He interviewed you in what context?

9 A Sointhe press they've been dubbed loyalty tests, but he ~ in

10 the throughout the course of 2020, as | understand it, at various departments the

11 White House liaisons were to interview staff to, you know, in part say, hey, what do you

12 wanttodonextterm. But, you know, there were other cases where | think they were:

13 asking about operational issues and, you know,whatyour coworkers are like.

1 Q What types of questions were you asked?

15 AI don't recall other than, you know, it was a fairly so | don't

16 think actually, Josh was not in my interview. It wasTroop something that

17 was Cooper something, | don't know, that was - he conducted the interview. And it

18 was background questions, you know, what doyouwant to do, and things like that. It

19 was

2 Q  Sowith Mr. Whitehouse, did you ever have discussions with Mr.

21 Whitehouse in which he expressed concerns to you about any aspect of what CISA was

2 doing?

2 A Notthat I recall about any of our actions. ~ He had concerns about people

24 that worked for CISA as politicals. | don't know if I'm - s this in play?

2 Mr.Luce. 1 thinkatthis level
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1 Mr. Krebs. Okay, okay.

2 ovI

3 Q Concerns about people who worked under you?

a A Yes

s Q  Andtheirloyaltyto the President?

6 A Ithinkit was - that's, you know, one way to characterize it. | think it was,

7 just general ~ yes, loyalty to the administration.

8 Q Did anyone - prior to the election, did anyone from DHS leadership ever tell

9 you that your jobwas injeopardy?

10 A Itwasn't so much that | recall specific instances. It was just that there

11 was sojust stepping back, and you see it here in this. I'm holding the Krebs strategy

12 that was posted publicly on Twitter by Jonathan Karl.

13 You can see in here that there's ine that says -- you know, assumingthis is, in

14 fact, real, it's consistent with my understanding of how the White House personnel office

15 under John McEntee viewed "Maintains a close and personal relationship with Nielsen."

16 So there's ust this broader themethat we were part of the John Kelly-Nielsen cabal, and

17 that was a bad thing.

1 Sol was aware that there was, you know, some skepticism of my loyalty to the

19 President

2 Q How did you become aware of that? You didn't have this document, the

21 onethat youjust -

2 A Ididn't have that document. | think — again, | can't tell you specific people.

23 Itwasjust kind of the whisper net. | knew that, for instance, that they wanted to fire

24 Bryan Ware, andthey did fire Bryan Ware.

2 Q "They" being who?
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1 A The PPO, White House. Not Josh Whitehouse, but he was the vessel for

2 that, butit was the Presidential Personnel Office. In fact, they tried to fire him the

3 summer of 2020, and then | was able to convince them that it would be in the President's

4 bestinterest to keep him on until after the election.

5 Q But with respect to you personally, you had a sense that you maybe were

6 perceived as less than completely loyal to the President?

7 A Ithinkit was again, | can't point to any specific conversation or person, but

8 itwas, you know, the profile. Nielsen, Bush administration, you know, didn't serve on

9 the campaign or anything like that. And, you know, so that kind of led up to it. And,

10 again, | think there were comments madeover periods of time, but | can't say it was any

11 specific person.

2 Q Were you ever told that there were - other than -- we talked about the

13 mailin voting piece. I'm not even sure this would fall into that category, but were you

14 evertold that there were concerns at the White House about how you were running the

15 agency?

16 A Never.

uv Q Were there any specific measuresoractions that you took that you received

18 feedback that was - that those actions were not well received at the White House, other

19 than what you mentioned before about the mail-in voting guidance?

20 A Soafter Claire Grady left, which was 2018 - what was that, March of 2018?

2 Q Whois Claire Grady?

2 A Claire Grady was the Acting Deputy Secretary. She was the

23 Senate-confirmed Under Secretary for Management who was - who served as Kirstjen

24 Nielsen's deputy.

2 After Claire left, | didn't have any formal performance evaluations. So | went,
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1 you know, 2-plus years, 2 and a half years without a formal performance evaluation.

2 And there was no other mechanism that |received any feedback on my job performance,

3 how! was managing the agency, other than laud, you know, very confident feedback, in

4 fact, from Kevin McAleenan, from Chad Wolf, that, you know, we were doing ~ you know,

5 we're they don't have to worry about us, basically, because we're runninga tight ship.

6 Q So I'mnot just confining this to sort ofa formal job evaluation, but did

7 Mr. Wolf ever tell you on any particular issue, you know, there are concerns about how

8 you've handled that issue, concerns at the White House?

9 A Whatissue?

10 Q  Onanyissue.

1 A 1am not I don't recall any specific conversation | had with Chad that | could

12 pinback, point back to. | think there was, again, a general sense that, you know, |

13 wasn't necessarily perceived very positively in the new PPO.

14 Q Based on your background profile and former sortofaffiliations, but not

15 necessarily based onparticular work you had done or decisions you had made, as you

16 understood it?

7 A That'sas understood it, right. just don't think there was necessarily a

18 science toanyofthis. | think it was all very vague and

19 Q Okay. And I'm not asking you to sort of read what other people were

20 thinking orthat. I'm focused here on whetheryou wereever told specifically there is a

21 concern about how you handed this or that situation?

2 A Iwas never --as far as can recall, never counseled on any specific issue or

23 decision made. | hada general sense, though, that | was not on ~ viewed as being on

24 theteam

2 Q And! asked specifically about Mr. Wolf. | want to also ask specifically



1 about Mr. Cuccinelli. Did heever share with you that there were concerns about how

2 youwere handing any particular issue at CISA?

3 A Any particular issue? No.

a Q Or concerns that the White House is not happy with the way you handled a

Ss particular issue?

6 A Onanyparticular issue, no.

7 Q How about the general concept ~ this is from Mr. Cuccineli - the general

8 idea that you were getting outside of your ane in some actions you were taking on behalf

9 ofcisa?

10 A Iwas never informed or told or counseled or advised, to my recollection,

11 that! was getting outside of my lane.

2 Q  1want to turn my attention now to election sort of ~ this is sort of leading up

13 tothe election. Now want to talk about election daya litte bit.

1a What wasCISA' roleon election day?

15 A We hosted at ~ at CisA headquarters in Arlington the ~ kind of the war

16 room. In fact, we had - so that was November 3rd, Tuesday. | think we spun it up.

17 The virtual room was up and running the week before, | think Thursday — no, maybe

18 actually like Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday before. We had people in the office

19 physically, even in the middle of COVID but in COVID safe protocols, on | think starting

20 Monday, maybe even Sunday night. And that ran through Wednesday.

2 We kept the virtual where virtually | thinkevery State. We may have had like 47

22 ora8statesdial in throughout, but that went on. That was lie aweek or two in

23 advance toa week or two after, almost | think through certification.

2 But on election day, we had operational representatives from the FBI, the

25 intelligence community, State and local election officials. | think we had representatives
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1 from social media companies, and we had representatives from election equipment

2 vendors. Cuccinelliwas there. So Chad Wolf was there in the morning. We did a

3 press conference. There was press there. Cuccinelli came in the afternoon.

a Throughout the day, | think every 3 or 4 hours, we did press calls where national

media would callin and ask us questions. But it was, as | said at the time, just another

6 Tuesday on the internet.

7 Q What was the role of you had this structure set up. Talked about sort of

8 whowasthere. What were you -- what were your - what do you perceive as your role

9 that dayor night?

10 A So-allright. Generally, we were coordinating massive amounts of

11 information as they were flowing across the country. So, you know, hey, there's an

12 issueinwhatever county, Georgia, what's going on there? Its hitting national news.

13 Soits basically like a watch function. Its like, hey, we're seeing reports that this

14 thing happened. And then we make a call down to the State and say, hey, getting
15 reports here, what's happening? Oh, a backhoe cut a fiber line going into an election

16 precinct and they've lost internet connectivity. Okay, allright, let us know when it's

17 backup.

18 Q And the goalof that ~the local jurisdiction is obviously aware of t, that's

19 who you're getting your information from. ~ They're dealing with it. What's

20 CISN's whys it important that CISA be advised of -

2 Mr.Krebs. Hanging in there?

2 Mr. Walden. Yeah, yeah. I'm going to need a break fora minute to just walk

23 down the hallway. lapologize. | don't mean to finish this line of questioning. just

24 need towalkforaminute.

2 Mr. Krebs. Decision support, in part, to leadership at DHS or at the White House.
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1 Second is operational, you know, informing operations f there's anything

2 suspicious.

3 You know, what we really wanted was that if any State or local government saw

4 something suspicious happening, that they would immediately inform us.

5 And so there was a case where a State it's in your tracker that | was provided,

6 one of the exhibits that had the kindof theday of. ~ And I thinkthiswas one that Melika

7 passed to Cuccinelli that ~ anyway, its a tracker. _ It's an Excel spreadsheet.

5 And there was a State, Delaware observed an unknown actor trying to exploit an

9 Oracle database vulnerability that they had had patched. So what we were able to dois

10 Delaware let us know. We said, that's interesting. ~ But because we were integrated

11 with the FBI and the intelligence community and others, we could actually say, hey,

12 guys soit wasn't just for our benefit, like | said, decision support. We were able to

13 share it with our operational partnersfor them to go do whatever they need to do.

1a Soit was a functional operational watch cell, also coordinating situational

15 awareness, coordinating action. And that was and that was the day.

16 EE Let'seooffthe record.

FY Recess.)

1 ME Okay. We're back on the record.

19 ovI

1) Q Mr. Krebs, did you make any public statements and this is you

21 personally - make any public statements regarding election security in the days following

2 the election?

2 A While was still a CIsA employeeor after?

20 Q Yes, in the days immediately following the election.

2 A 50 0n the — obviously, November 12th was the joint statement, the GCC-SCC
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1 statement.

2 Q Let me stop you right there. I'm talking about before that. On the 3rd,

3 4th, 5th, were you making - did you make any public statement?

4 A Ithink yeah, | think even on election day, as | just - | just said, you know,

5 we've said that it was just another Tuesday on the internet. ~ So we didn't see any

6 activity on that Tuesday on the immediate aftermath that would have suggested there

7 was any sort of security issue associated with the election.

8 Q Just another Tuesday, that was a tweet from you?

9 A No. Isaid that on the press call that was then quoted in an article. | don't

10 recall exactly ~ | don't remember who exactly quoted it, but it was to a - we did all those

11 callson background. So it didn't get attributed to me, but it was me.

2 Q How about Mr. Wolf, was he -- did he make statements either on election

13 nightorin the immediate days following?

14 A As recal, you know, that morning, he said that it was a secure election. |

15 thinkeven afterwards think he said it was the you know, echoed my statements of it

16 beinga secure election.

7 Again, | don't know the I can't tell you the specific day or venue or -- we did have

18 that week, though, | don't knowif it was the next day, but ~ oh, shoot, I'd have to go

19 back. But he mentioned just how secure theelection was at the DHS event,like the

20 State of the Homeland event or whatever that was held at St. Elizabeth's. It was about

21 thattime.

2 Q Takealookatexhibit4in your binder.

23 A Uh-huh,

2 Q  Itlooks ike this version of this document came out ofa court file. That's

25 that writing on the top. But have you seen this statement before?
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1 A Ihave,

2 a Wwhatisit?

3 A This isa statement that was issued on the 12th of November by the

4 Joint or bytheJoint Executive Committees of the Sector Coordinating Council and the

Ss Goverment Coordinating Council. So every critical infrastructuresector has a GCCand

6 anSCC. SCCis Sector Coordinating Council. GCC is the Government Coordinating

7 Council

5 And those groups are comprised for the government, any State or Federal

9 Government partners that may be involved in the critcal infrastructure protection

10 mission in that sector. ~The Sector Coordinating Councils the private sector sideorthe

11 nonprofit side. The Executive Committees’ membership are voted in or selected by the

12 participating organizations inthe council.

13 And they came together in the wake of the 2020 election and they developed the

14 statement that says, as you see in this last line, "There is" — or not this last lin, but the

15 boldedline: "There is no evidence that any voting system deleted or lost votes, changed

16 votes, or was in any way compromised."

FY That was the assessment of the practitioners. ~The frontline practitioners

18 included election directors at the State level, secretaries of tate, voting system

19 executives, government - Federal Government employees

1) 1 did not draft this. It came to me after it was drafted. looked atit. 1said,

21 thisisa consensus statement built by the practitioners. | don't have anything to counter

22 ordisagree with this, so — and they asked me for approval to release t. And I said, yeah,

23 sure, lapprove.

2 Q Do youknow who did draft it?

2 A Itwas built by committee. The CISA representative to the Executive
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1 Committee was Bob Kolasky, the career employee that's the Assistant Director of the

2 National Risk Management Center.

3 Do know who put each word in there? No.

4 Q And was Mr. Kolasky, not just for the purposes of this statement, but

5 generally the CISA representative on the Coordinating Council?

6 A Hewasthe senior representative, but the Coordinating Councils are

7 supported and facilitated by CISA employees as a part of the Critical Infrastructure

8 Protection Advisory Council structure, which is a statute that allows for, you know,

9 collaboration in an antitrust-free space. And CISA has the statutory authority to

10 facilitate and monitor. But, like | said, Kolasky was the senior here.

u Q So you were not part ofthe council?

2 A Iwas not part of the council, no. I'm not part of any councils. | chair the

13 Federal Senior Leadership Council, which is a all the Federal Governmentpartners that

14 siton top of these structures.

5 Q Do you knowwhy the statement of this of the Coordinating Council was

16 issued on CISA letterhead?

1” A Because it was a statement from the Coordinating Committees, and CISA is

18 the convening authority for the committees and - or the councils and the committee.

19 Soitwould not have been out of the ordinary to hosta statement as a memberofthe

20 committee. And! suspect that National Association of Secretaries of State, as a member

21 of the committee, NASED, as a member of the committee, would have similarly hosted

22 and promoted.

23 Q I know you said you didn't draft this document. Are you aware of the

24 impetus for this document? Do you know what caused the Council to convene to issue

25 sucha document?
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1 A The specificimpetus | know. | think | may have asked Masterson, Matt

2 Masterson and Kolasky, you know, are the committees going to put anything out?

3 Might they put anything out? And then there was a resulting document.

a Q Were you personally of the view that a statement regarding the security of

5 theelection should be put out?

6 A Iwas of the view that a statement from the practitioners that had the

7 visibility into how the election was conducted, that gave their perspectives, you know,

8 whether it was CISA, from viewing the intelligence and operational activity from the

9 election equipment, yes, that that would be helpful.

10 Q Why did you think it would be helpful? What was going on at the time that

11 caused youtothink thata statement like that would be helpful?

2 A There are significant there were a bunch of claims that votes - that

13 machines had been compromised and votes were being flipped and things ofthat nature.

1 Q And know the various constituents here have their own perspective and

15 what's important to them as to why they might have participated. But from CISA's

16 standpoint, did you consider it part of CISA's mission to try to address the concerns that

17 were address at some level the concerns that were being raised that you just

18 described?

19 A Again, | think where there's disinformation associated with the secure

20 conduct of an election, where there are claims that, without any sort of support or

21 evidence, that were catching - not just catching but that were fairy pervasive, again, |

22 thought it would be part i's part of the critical infrastructure protection mission to

23 provide factual authoritative information about how things actually worked.

2 Q  Atthe time that you reviewed this statement, did you believe that that

25 bolded sentence and | didn't do that bolding. I'm not sure let me ask you this: Do
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1 youknowlf that was a bolded

2 A Ithinkwedidthat. Well, "we," I think the committee did tha.

3 Q So the statement that was issued you believe had that sentence in bold?

a A Yes

5 a okay.

6 A That's my recollection.

7 Q When you read that statement, did you believe that that was true, from your

8 perspective?

9 A Yesyes

10 Q Did you believe it was controversial?

1 AI

2 Q That's maybe a bad question. I'm going to withdraw that because - yeah,

13 Im going to withdraw that,

1a Mr. Walden. Thank you.

15 BY MR. KREBS:

16 Q It's certainly contrary to what you hadbeenseeing or hearing in media or on

17 theinternet?

1 A Itwas certainly contraryto things like HAMMER SCORECARD.

10 IELet'sgooff the recordforone second.

1) [Discussion held off the record.]

2 BY

2 Q  I'msorry, do you rememberthe question, because | don't?

2 Mr. Walden. Yes. You had just withdrawn a question about whether or not he

24 thought the bolded statement was controversial

2 IE ves, and then | |diddothat.
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1 ovI

2 Q Andthen | said thatcertainlythere werestatements being -- that were out

3 inthe mediaor on the internet that were contraryto this. And | think youwere just

4 starting to say something.

5 A Yes, specifically HAMMER SCORECARD was one of the claims out there, that

6 there was a supercomputer and software program that was changing votes.

7 Q  Asyousit here today, do youhave any --you know, withayear - morethan

8 ayearsort of hindsight, do you have any doubts about the accuracy of that bolded

9 statement?

10 A Absolutely not. Infact, I'm more convinced thatitstrue,if that'spossible.

u Q Has anyone ever presented you with evidence that you think would

12 undermine that conclusion?

13 A No, none.

1 Q Were youever toldby anyone within DHS leadershipthatthat bolded

15 statement was inaccurate?

16 A The only thing that I recalli a statement that, well, what if evidence comes.

17 along later that may disprove that statement? So why would you issue that statement if

18 something down the road could be contrary?

19 Q Whomade that statement to you?

2 A That was Chad Wolf.

2 Q When?

2 A Rightaround the timeofthe 12thor the 13th, | think.

23 Q What was your response?

2% A If additional evidence or information becomes available, we'll investigate,

25 and we can amend and - as necessary. ~ But based on available information now, what
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1 weknow, what we see, this is accurate. And it has held up.

2 Q Did youdiscusswith Mr. Wolf your view that it was important in terms of

3 CIs mission, as you just described a few minutes ago, to try to address misinformation

4 thatwas out in thepublic sphere?

5 A specifically | don't recall. | think that was generally part of the game plan

6 and approach to the 2020 election. It was not just the technical piece, but the

7 perception hack, the disinformation in providing accurate information about what we

8 know happened with the election to the American people.

9 Q 1 guess what I'm getting at, and | don't want toputwords in your mouth, but

10 when he raised concerns about other information maybe coming out that would render

11 this inaccurate, did you push back along the lines o, yeah, but this is important, | mean,

12 thisis helpful to address what's going on out there and to try and deal with

13 misinformation; you know, words to that effect?

1a A No,I--so, tojust kind of be ate bit more, you know, perhaps charitable to

15 Chad, I mean, he was asking, you know thi to be true as| understood it, you know this

16 tobetrue. Whatif something - you know, what if it ends up notbeing true?

FY He wasn't challenging us necessarily. He was just trying to work through the

18 decision process. And my point was, you know, here's our game plan. If there's

19 additional information, we wil investigate and we will work ith, you know, our partners,

20 certainly inthe FBI, and issue you know, continue to keep the American people

21 updated. Butin the meantime, itis important to put out the perspective of people that

22 actually conduct elections on what happened, in the face of these -the growing claims

23 that, absent evidence, something did happen.

2 Q WhatwasMr. Wolf's response to that?

2 A Okay.
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1 Q Did you sense that he was on board and understood and accepted your
2 explanation or justification for the statement?

3 A He didn't give any indication otherwise atthe time, that | recal at east
4 But, again, | was exceedingly confident in the authority of the agency and my authority as

$ the director that | wasn't looking for authorization or approvals. We were executing the

6 gameplan
7 Q Did Mr. Cuccinelli raise concerns with you about this statement after it was

8 issued?

9 A Idon'trecall. Idon't knowif | saw Ken after election day again.

10 Q That was going to be my next question. Do you recall any conversation

11 with Mr. Cuccineli after election day but before you lft the agency?
12 A Notthatl recall. |mean, think -- hold on.

1 So,no. Theanswers still no.
1 Q think you mentioned
15 A Can we go can | talk to them real quick? This is off -- can we go off the

6 record?
w I Ve sreofthe record.
18 [Discussion held off the record.)

1 ME We'rebackonthe record.

» oYI
21 Q Again, | forgot what question was pending.

2 A Soit'sa combination of kind of try stay in your lane stuff and, you know,

23 what Ken -- again, | did nottalk to Ken, as | recall at least. There may have been a phone

24 conversation or seen him in passing, but | don't specifically recall a meaningful
25 conversation about any of this stuff between election night and my termination.
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1 You know, the one observation | have i that Ken was — you know, election night

2 he was guest appearing on conservative radio shows from the CISA building, you know, at

3 leastthree or four different ones. ~ And then about this time or - again, I'm not

4 attributing this to Ken exactly, but there were leaks coming out from the Department to

5 media ~ CNN, Newsmax, CBS about CISA. And | don't recall if it was directly me, but,
6 youknow, what CISA's mission was. And that continued after | was fired.

7 Q Negative

5 A Yes

° Q stories?

10 A Toyour point of stay in your lane, that's - you know, fraud -- domestic fraud

11 isnot CISA's mission, which the clear response there is that nor did we ever claim it to be.

2 Q Andin the statement that we're looking at, do you understand that to be

13 making statements or reference to

1a A Nope.

15 Q election fraud?

16 A Nope.

7 Q Okay. Itdoessay: "no evidence that any voting system deleted or lost

18 votes, changed votes, or was in any way compromised." What do you understand

19 “voting system" to refer to there? | know you didn't draft this document, but what's

20 your understanding?

2 A The technology. But did not, but the actual people that conduct

22 elections. And so, in their parlance, voting systems are the technologies, equipment,

23 machines, computers, devices that are associated with the workflow of conducting an

24 election from, you know, the casting, the counting, and the certification of the process

25 And that's exactly what that means.
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1 Q I'm going to jump — I'm trying to stay roughly chronological, but jumping a

2 litle bit outoforder in terms of subject matter, because we're going to come back and

3 talkaboutthe fallout from the statement in a moment. But takea look at exhibit 6,

4 becauseI think chronologically it's probably our next next in order.

5 So this looks like, starting at the bottom -- andI think this is complete. | don't

6 think! cutoff any part of the relevant discussion. ~ So the first email in the chain is

7 November 13that 10:14 am. Do you see that?

8 A Uh-huh,

9 Q  It'sfrom ASL. Who do you understand that to be?

10 A Acting Secretary. S1is Secretary. Als Acting. Chad Wolf.

u Q Okay. Sothisis from Chad Wolf to you on Friday, November 13th?

2 A Uh-huh,

13 Q  Doyou recall this email?

1a A ldo.

5 Q Andis the document that's behind -- the immediate -- the document that |

16 have immediately behind this

1” A Right

18 Q which we're calling 6A, it's a two-sided page that's sort of fuzzy. The

19 image is somewhat fuzzy, but a November 13th letter from two Michigan State Senators

20 tolocelyn Benson, the Secretary of State. Do you recall, was that the attachment to the

21 November 13th email?

2 A Thatis my recollection, yes.

23 Q Do you know Jocelyn Benson?

2 A ldo.

2 Q Isshea person that you worked with in connection withyour election
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1 security efforts at CISA?

2 A She was one of the senior electionofficials throughout the country, one of

3 the many secretaries of state. And, yes, she was one of the secretaries of state that we

4 worked with. | didn't work with her particularly closely before the election, but the

5 team worked with her team. My team worked with her team.

6 Q Okay. And! can see that you responded to Mr. Wolf within 3 minutes or so

7 of getting his email. And you say that: "We are aware of many of those claims and

8 have discussed with Michigan over the last week, with Michigan addressing most of

9 them"

10 A Uh-huh,

u Q Tell me about your discussions with Michigan authorities leading up to the

12 receiptof this or, you know, prior to the receipt of this email and letter.

13 A So, basically, what would happen is, as any - as | already mentioned, as any

14 sort of issues would pop up or be, you know, noticed, detected in the news,

15 we someone at the Matt Masterson level or down would reach out to the State, their

16 designated point of contact or hs relationship, and say, hey, seeing this is getting

17 reported, what's going on, and do you have anything that you've issued, any statements,

18 are you going to issue a statement? And so that would then feedback to us, and, you

19 know, okay, great.

0 And generally, where we're trying to end every oneofthose engagements was, is

21 there something that we need to be worried about here? And in the case of Antrim

22 Countyand the specifically point one and the database issue, no, they caught it. It

23 wasa database configuration issue. They didn't update for that precinct. It was

24 detected. They reconfigured and the votes are accurately counted.

2 Q And you had had that AntrimCounty discussion before you ever got the
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1 email from Mr. Wolf?

2 A Yeah. |mean, that was November 7th. It actually happened earlier than

3 that, but I don't recall specifically what the certification deadline is for Michigan, but

4 they caughtit fairly early on.

5 And, again, it was - it was just sloppiness at the programming level with the

6 database. They saw, oh, basically the way that - they were counted accurately, but

7 when they were deposited into the database for tracking purposes, they had

8 not basically, the columns were not appropriately set. Went back through, said, oh,

9 didntupdate this database. Updated it. Boom, the votes come, as unofficial but

10 accurate.

u Q  And--sorry.

2 A Andthat sort of process happens through canvassing. You catch if there

13 are mistakes, but there was no malicious intent here.

14 Q And itlooks as f, based on the next email in the chain, and you say it got

15 stuck in your outbox, so maybe you can helpmeon sort of when you think you drafted it,

16 you know, relative between Friday and Monday.

7 A Itwas either - either Friday afternoonorover the weekend.

18 Q Sol guess what I'm getting ati, I'm not going to ~ you know, the exact time

19 orday even doesn't really matter, but I'm curious as to whether -~ how promptly
20 generally you were able to track down the information that you needed to address the

21 concemnsinthat letter.

2 A got what | needed from Masterson probably within a matterof an hour.

23 Again, we were aware of these things. Some of the fell outside of, you know,

24 the the you know, Ill - you know, when you talk about official intimidation and

25 interference with lawful election challengers and poll watchers, | would -- | would say.
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1 that - you know, if we're talking about lanes, | would say that that's not something that

2 we would typically track, because it's - it's not directly related to the infrastructure. But

3 itwasinthe it was inthe ~ it was in the letter. So based on what we understood,

a based on what Michigan has posted, what they gave to us, we provided it back.

5 And | think really what happened here more than anything probably is that the

6 White House sent this to Chad, said, Chad, what's going on? | wantall of these things

7 addressed. We gave them the information back.

8 Q And you think that the body of that Monday, November 16 email probably

9 came to you from Matt Masterson, in terms oftracking down the PDFs?

10 A Yeah, | mean, if| -- do | think that -- you know, | think what happened is | got

11 the one, two, three, four links, that content from Mattor the team, the Election Security

12 Initiative team, and then | dropped a preface on and the front matter and sent it up.

13 Q Okay. And can see as we were talking about the other issues, you were

14 flipping through, and you can see what we're calling 68 is the posting regarding Antrim

15 County.

16 A Right.

7 Q And Cis a more general posting regarding the absentee ballot process.

18 A Right.

19 Q That my understanding is, although it's not dated, that this --

2 A The TCF Center thing, yeah.

21 Q This information was on the State of Michigan's website on November 16th.

2 Wexsted at the time.

23 A Right.

24 Q  Thelink I think in your letteris deadatthis point, but --

2s A Olay.
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1 Q that's my understanding.

2 A Okay.

3 Q  Sodoyou think you saw these two documents, 68 and 6C, before you

4 responded to Mr. Wolf?

5 A Yes

6 Q And from your perspective, did it resolve the -- other than the observing of

7 intimidation of poll watchers and things that | think you said might be outside the lane of

8  CISAorare outside the ane, did you feel that this material you got from the Secretary of

9 State's office or their website addressed the other- the sort of cybersecurity claims that

10 were being made?

1 A Iwas confident that the matter was closed. Butwhether that addressed

12 the conspiracy theorists out there, that's a different matter.

13 Q Did Mr. Wolf respond at all to your --

14 A Not that! recall

15 Q Mondayemail?

16 A Notthatl recall. Certainly not with any followup.

7 Q My understanding is the next day you were terminated.

18 A Sounds right

19 Q Okay. Takealookat backatexhibitS. tsa letter dated November 17th

20 from John McEntee to you. Have you seen this before?

2 A You know, in the exhibits that were provide

2 Mr. Walden. | just want to say, could you clarify, before todayorat the time?

23 ovI

2 Q Before today, have you seen this document?

2 A Sol saw you know, | sawthisyesterdayorTuesday. AndI'l admit that
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1 when! sawit then, it was like, | don't know if I've seen this before. Sol know that in the

2 exhibits provided that it was in an attachment to an email that was sent to me from

3 someone, but you have to keep in mind, even whenever that was dated, that email

4 was the date stamp on that, | probably got a thousand emails that night.

5 And I actually put down my work device and wasn't using my - | mean, |

6 considered myself terminated. Sol don't know if | actually even looked through all my

7 email that evening.

8 Q  Gotit. Soit's possible that this termination letter was transmitted to you

9 on December- on November 17th, 2020, but you don't recall or you did not see it then?

10 A Not that recall

u Q Okay. How did you learn that you had been terminated?

2 A Someone sent me a text that said, You just got fired on Twitter. And my

13 immediate reaction was like, nah, nah, you'rethinking about - you read that article last

14 week from Natasha Bertrand in Politico. And lo and behold, | pull up Twitter and there it

15 is, 7:05,7:06 p.m.

16 Q What did you pull up on Twitter?

1” A The President's tweet. It was two tweets, and it says basically because |,

18 you know, made statements that were untrue that I'd been terminated as Director of

19 CsA

20 Q And did you sort of take that as sort of actionableordid you seek out some

21 confirmation from one of your superiors in the Agencyor the Department?

2 A limmediately called Chad Wolf. He was not available. Sol puta callin, I

23 guess as've been refreshed from the exhibits, | guess | called the watch — the DHS.

24 NOC, the Ops Center, and said, hey, trying to get ahold of the Secretary. Called him.

25 Hecalled me back.
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1 Fairly soon after, also -- you know, you'd have to look at -- | don't recall the actual

2 sequencing, but then| called my chief of staff. | called -- talked to Matt Travis, and |

3 thinkl also probably taked to Brandon Wales
4 Q So you determined that the tweet was actionable, that you had, in fact, been

$ terminated? There have been examples of Presidential tweets that I've read or heard

6 about that were actually ~
7 A There was zero ambiguity, zero ambiguity from the tweets.

8 Q And you were a Presidential appointee, so presumably the President has the

9 authority to fire you whenever he wants.

10 A And from past practice, you know, under -- even -- yes. So | had enough to

1 understand that | was fired.
12 Q Okay.

13 Mr. Walden. Just so the record is clear, did you have a conversation with Chad

14 Wolfwhere he confirmed it?
15 Mr. Krebs. Yes. And he said, oh -- something to the effect of, oh, god, that

16 wasn't supposed to happen like that.

v oYI—
18 Q Okay. Did he give you any explanation as to why it happened? Not why

19 the tweet happened, but why you were being terminated.

20 A Idon't recall specifically what any sort of -- but | think it was fairly obvious,

21 and obviousbeing that, you know, we were providing factual information about the
22 security of the election.
23 Q  Inyour mind -- because you're saying it was obvious to you, in your mind,

24 was it tied to this November 12th statement that we were looking at or something else or

25 an aggregation or accumulation of such statements?
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1 A I would not attribute it to any single event.

2 Q Okay. Didanyoneevertell you, you know, that November 12th statement,

3 that — you shouldn't have sent that out,that's the reason you got fired?

4 A Notthat! recall

5 Q And it's not your understanding that it was that - standing alone, it was not

6 that statement?

7 A 1don't have any information. | was never provided any information that

8 thatwasa-

9 Q Okay. 1said was going to try and proceed chronologically, but realize |

10 have an exhibitin here thats a bit out of order, and it's just sort ofa random question for

1 you It'sexhibit?.

2 A Uh-huh,

13 Q This appears to be an email from AS. ~ And my understanding is that the

14 redaction inadvertently deleted the number 2. So it should be from AS2.

15 A Uh-huh,

16 Q Do you know who AS2 is?

7 A AS2 would be Ken Cuccinell

18 Q And you can see it's signed "See you shortly. Ken."

19 A Right

0 Q Do you have any recollection of getting this email from Mr. Cuccinelli on

21 November 3rd?

2 A donot.

23 Q Do you have any understanding of what this email refers to?

2 A One query pickedup from the congressionalcallwas regarding the

25 CIsAgov/rumorcontrol page.
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1 So throughout the — the congressional call, will stipulate that | don't know

2 specifically there, but throughout the day, in addition to the press calls, we were doing

3 updates to congressional members and staff.

4 And we had actually been - | had been providing briefings to Congress for months

5 about our preparation. And those sort of died off as an interagency prior to, you know,

6 I'd say right around August, but we continued as an agency to give those on a biweekly

7 basis probably. And, you know, we'd open it up to we doa House call and then we do

8  aSenatecall. And,youknow, again, sillin the middle of COVID. We'd be kind of

9 doingtheseallover the place.

10 50 0n the day of the election, it may have even been -- | think there was at least

11 one the day of the election, and we were just kind of talking about, here's what we're

12 seeingoutthere. And we knew the issues that were popping up on that day, and they

13 were, you know, like poll book issues or power outages or things like that. And we'd

14 say, hey, look, these are the key things we're seeing. But other than the

15 adversary - you know, other than that, we're not seeing any adversary activity. It

16 seems to be actually 2 pretty quiet and calm election.

7 And I don't recall specifically what the question is or who askedit but | assume

18 something came up lie, hey, I'm hearing about this rumor control thing, tell me about

19 that And-

0 a okay.

2 A That's my understanding-myrecollection,rather.

2 Q You don't have a recollectionof a specific aspect ofa rumor control page

23 thatwasbeing inquired of, just

2 A Not that! recall

2 a okay.
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1 A No.
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1

2 [1:16 p.m.)

3 ovI

4 a okay.

5 Okay. | want to go through a couple of points here with you just to get a sense

6 of yourfamiliarity and understanding and what your, sort of, state of knowledge is on

7 this

8 There have been questions raised about Dominion voting machines. You

9 referenced dead foreign dictators

10 A Right

u Q  ~andsoforth. Are you generally familiar with the testing or evaluation

12 thatis done on Dominion voting machines by the various States that have used them?

13 A Yeah, so my it's been a year or so since I'veactually jumped into the details

14 of what States do and what the standards are. But, yes, generally speaking, there is a

15 set of voluntary standards that the Election Assistance Commission publishes, there are

16 labs that the EAC accredits, and then there are, in some States, State-specific

17 accreditation labs.

18 And so, you know, virtually every State has some kind of testing standard.

19 They're notall the same. Some are more rigorous than the Federal guidelines, and

20 some States, you know, just kind of follow whatever the Federal Government

21 recommends, the EAC recommends. But it's all it's kindof a mixed bagacross the

22 landscape.

23 Q And are you apprised of and typically - a bad question. Is CISA apprised of

24 whethera particular voting machine has met or not met various State standards, or it's

25 justsortofuptothe States to dowhat they do?
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1 A The States generally do what they do.

2 Q Have you ever been apprised of particular issues that have come up with

3 respect to State testing or State evaluation of Dominion Voting Systems?

a A specifically Dominion, | can't recall any specific issue necessarily.

5 1 know there was something in Texas about, Texas had a rigorous - it's not

6 rigorous, but Texas had a set of State requirements that some machines | don't recall if

7 itwas Dominion or ESE, but that a system may not have passed the State certification

8 process. Butit wasn't necessarily becauseofany sort of security standard. But|

9 believe, in this case, they did issue Texas issued some sort of assessment and

10 decertification ofa system. Again, | don't recall fit was Dominion or ES&S.

n Q Okay. Andare you able to say with any degree of certainty that,

12 if because it may vary State by State, but that, if a Dominion voting hardware -- because

13 Iknow there's is there software and hardware thats created by Dominion?

1a A Yes. There's machines, and then there's the software that actually sits on

15 top of, in many cases, like, a Windows operating system that's specific to

16 Q Are you able to say with any level of confidence that - the fact

17 that Dominion Voting Systems could not have been used in the United States had they

18 not gone through some the respective testing protocols of the States in which they're

19 used?

1) A l-sol-

2 Q Terrible question.

2 A Yeah. SoStates have certification processes. And, to use the equipment

23 inastate, you have to follow their regime, as | understand it.

2 a okay.

2 A Generally speaking. Could there be individual State-by-State exceptions?
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1 Youknow, don't -

2 Q Yeah. Yeah. Okay.

3 Have you ever had any interactions with a person named Russell Ramsland?

4 A Inever have, no.

5 Q Do you knowwhether Mr. Ramsland ever presented to folks within CISA

6 concerns that he had about electronic voting?

7 A So whether Mr. Ramsland specifically -- and Mr. Ramsland is with ASOG,

8 Allied Security Operations Group. | don't know specifically if Mr. Ramsland briefed any

9 CisAemployees, but believe representatives from ASOG briefed CISA andother DHS.

10 employeesin the State of Texas.

u And then, subsequently, as | understand it, he briefed, as encouraged by the

12 Senate Homeland Security Committee, majority staff at the time, under Chairman Ron

13 Johnson -- the Senate staff directed CISA - requested CISA headquarters personnel, |

14 guess, meet with ASOG personnel to review whatever findings they had.

5 Q Were you part of those meetings?

16 A Absolutely not. | never heard about it until well after | was relieved of

17 du.

18 Q Would that have been Matt Masterson most likely?

19 A Idon'tbelieveso.

20 Q  Whodoyou-

2 A Ibelieve they may have brought in probably some -- there was probably

22 some lower-level career staff and then also some outside consultants that are experts in

23 election technology.

2 a Okay.

2 So, before we wrap up, | want toask you about some, sort of, reflections on the
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1 2020 election and maybe your thoughts on certain recommendations. | know, in your

2 Senate testimony that we looked at earlier, exhibit 1, you had some bulet-point

3 recommendations that you thought should be considered by the Senate.

a A Uhhh

s Q And wanttogive you a chance to talk about someof that.

6 A Olay.

7 Q There are several recent polls have shown thata large percentage of

8 Americans believe that the 2020 Presidential election was stolen. Are you generally
9 familiarwith that sentiment?

10 A Yes,lam.

n Q Do you have a view as to what accounts for that?

2 A My personal, Chris Krebs, belief that the reason particularly that that

13 number is much higher skewed in Republican circles is because Republican officials,

14 senior officials, including the former President, lied to the American people about the

15 security of the 2020 election, that it was stolen. So it's a self-reinforcing cycle.

16 Q Does t concern you, as someone who spenta good part of your professional

17 career dealing with risk generally and election security risk, does it concern you that

18 there's a substantial portionof the American population that thinks that the Presidential

19 election in 2020was stolen?

1) A Yes

2 a why

2 A Ifyou don't have confidence in the processes by which we choose our

23 elected officials, those that represent us, then you start to doubt other mechanisms of

24 democracy.

2 And democracy is a ~ unfortunately, a contact sport, but also requires active.
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1 engagement and participation. And so what | fear is that we will ee disengagement

2 from democracy that will lead us into, you know, antidemocratic forms of government.

3 Q In your view, what could have been done or can be done to combatthe type

4 ofdisinformationthat you'retalking about?

5 A so-

6 Q Or keepit from taking hold as it has?

7 A Sold separate the actual disinfo, in and of itself, but we need to improve

8 upon the structures by which we conduct elections. ~ And I'm specifically talking about

9 the electoral count, or the Electoral Count Act.

10 And Ben Ginsberg had a pretty good op-ed, I think, in the National Review Online

11 last weekwhere he ticks through about a dozen orso things that need to be clarified

12 from that law from the 1860s or whatever it was, you know, including clarifying the role

13 ofthe Vice President andwhether the Vice President is, in fact, just a ceremonial role or

14 not

15 And, in part, the point that he makes is that, you know, Republicans, in this case,

16 should be careful what they wish for, because in 2024 Kamala Harris is going to be the VP.

17 Andso, if they -- you know, they've given a game plan. And, while Pence didn't follow it

18 in 2020, if Kamala Harris followed it in 2024, that obviously wouldn't work to the

19 Republicans. Soit's in everybody's interest to actually clarify howthe electoral college:

20 mechanism works.

2 So, again, start with clarifying the Vice President's role; clarifying how

22 disagreements are adjudicated between the House and the Senate if they have a

23 disagreement; clarify at the State level who the executive is that's responsible for

24 certifying the slate - because you could see a Republican and Democrat from

25 different you know, one serving Governor, the other serving as a secretary of state, and
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1 they could each claim to be the executive, and you could have those dueling slates. So

2 clarify who the State executive is; you know, perhaps look at things like increasing the

3 number of Congresspeople that can object to a slate from a State, instead of just one,

4 actually raise the threshold there.

5 So, again, Ginsberg's gota pretty solid lst. | encourage every -- you know that

6 that'sin everyone'sinterest. That's point one.

7 Sol think there are a few other things. 1 think, you know, when youlook at all of

8 ourilk, as lawyers, there were a number of attorneys that were involved in filing, as we've

9 seen in Michigan and elsewhere, at least sanctionable lawsuits, but 60-plus that were.

10 thrown out. |thinkwe need, you know, to reinforce someofthe societal norms in

11 particularly those bodies like bar associations and even, if you look at COVID, with

12 medical licensing boards. There are actually some self-policing and self-reinforcing.

13 mechanisms that we're not going to tolerate this and we can police ourselves. So that's

14 number two.

15 Number three, | think and these are some recommendations from the Aspen

16 Commission you know, some regulation around social media platforms, not in a

17 managing or moderating content perspective, but just from a transparency in how these

18 platforms, you know, enforce their own terms of service and inconsistency. Because

19 there's not necessarily a whole bunch of consistency in how theydothings from country

20 tocountry.

21 And then, you know, lastly, when youjust think about - and this is the hardest

22 part. The hardest part, as| see itis - this goes back to that point about democracy.

23 You know, democracy and elections require both parties commit to the democratic

24 process and that they commit to honoring the outcomeof a legitimate election. If one

25 decides not to participate in that, then that's not much ofa democracy. So actually
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1 reinforcing committing to elections.

2 Now, how do you enforce that? ~ Obviously we see, right now, we're not getting a

3 wholelot of enforcement. There's no mechanism to holdthosethat are making these

4 claims,other than at the ballot box. But even that's not good enough, because those

5 structures here are not exactly holding some of these elected officials accountable for

6 continuing to propagate claims.

7 So thisis hard. You know,a lot of, kind of, the Speech and Debate Clause givesa

8 lot of coverage for, you know, Members of the Congress to make these claims. So|

9 thinkwe have to continue investigating and, you know, developing options to help to

10 hold these folks, particularly elected officials, accountable.

1 And the last thing I'l sayisthat, you know, this is a - not only, you know, t's a

12 contact sport, but it's also requiring whole of society to recommit. So, you know,

13 something to the order of, you know, business leaders tend to be more higher respected,

14 regarded, whatever, and so businesses need to take a hard look at, you know, from a

15 political - you know, post-Citizens United, you know, if they're contributing to political

16 campaigns, that, you know, they should not be contributing to campaigns of candidates

17 for office that continue to promote baseless conspiracy theories about the theft of

18 election. | think they're contributing to the downfall of America.

19 Q Do youthink the government or we, as a society, or maybe the government,

20 in terms of CISA, has done enough to counter the false information that's come out with

21 respect to the 2020 election?

2 A Ithink that, under the constructs of the First Amendment, there i only so

23 much the goverment can do besides provide accurate information on how elections are

24 conducted and, you know, what has happened in the past and what will happen going

25 forward.
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1 But you don't overcome disinformation with more information, with truth. ~ You

2 have togetitata much, much, much more foundational level and undercut some of the

3 structural incentives for those that continue to promote it and those that want to.

4 Q But and | appreciate your thoughtful comments on this, and | don't want

5 tosortof belabor it, but, you know, we started the discussion today, or this interview,

6 talking about, sort of, some of the threats from Russia to sow distrust and so forth. Did

7 you ever inyour wildest, sort of, imagination think in 2017, when you were thinking

8 about how to deal with disinformation and how it might - Ithinkyou called it a cancer

9 that could sort of grow and erode American values -- that we'd get to a point where

10 two-thirds of one of the major political parties in the country don't believe in elections

11 anymore or don't believe they can be trusted?

2 | mean, it seems as that - | mean, if the Russians were doing this and got to that

13 level of penetration, would that be alarming

14 A Of courseit'salarming. But even ifitis Russiandisinformationthatan

15 American citizen picks up and then promotes on Twitter, it's still an American citizen

16 expressing their First Amendment views. And that's

7 Q 1 guess what I'm asking

18 A permissible.

19 Q is: Have your worst fears, when you set out on this mission of tring to

20 sort of protect the integrity of elections, in some sense been

2 A Its worse than | thought.

2 Q Okay. Because the level of penetration, or just the -

23 A Active participation by the political class in American democracy.

2 Q And do you think that creates greater challenges than even dealing with, sort

25 of, amalign foreign actor?
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1 A Much, much, much, much, much harder because of the First Amendment

2 issues, because there's no accountability measures, there's nothing we can, again, do

3 right now to you know, there are things that,i it was a Russian doing what the former

4 President continues to do tothisday, then there are mechanisms in place to intercept

5 andintervene in that information. But the fact that it's an American citizen promoting

6 their own view, which is their right under the First Amendment, even if it's cancerous and

7 contrary to democracy, there's not a whole lot to do, other than sorry.

5 Mr. Walden. No, no, you're okay. ~ You misread me.

9 Mr. Krebs. But this is - you know, as soon as you get, you know, an interested

10 partyas the target of the defamation, like Dominion Voting Systems, they have legal

11 recourse. They can sue for $1.3 billion, as they are. But the problem here is that t's

12 going totake multiple years to settle that, or not settle, but actually come to, you know,

13 some finality if it makes it that far. And, by then, the damage is done.

1a IE Ve! on that somewhat depressing note, | think we'll -

15 Mr. Krebs. Welcome to my life.

16 ory?

FY Mr. Krebs. Welcome tomy life. Yeah.

18 EEE velcallitaday.

19 Solet's go off the record.

1) [Whereupon, at 1:34 p.m, the interview was concluded]
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